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peakOut giv~s stu.dents overv.iew- of 
WSA, .Undergraduate Trustee candidates 
-., Erin F. McKln ney 
HiUtop Staff Writer 
jlOts leaned up against the 
l.!11.0n the noor or sim ly 
ill through the ovcrcrow1cd 
ofthc'Mcridian Hill Hall 
,_., reading room as this 
candidates for Howard 
y Student Associat io n 
I and Undergraduate 
~ntcd their ideas, view~ 
'lions for the upcoming 
IW-
'11 speakout, held last 
lic5day night. allowed 
.- io be introduced to the 
~candidates and s late~ of 
E.M.E.R.G.E. ( Mel mda 
nd Russel l Rickford), 
ive Agenda ( Vincent 
,is and Jania Richardson), 
En:,,ision (Christopher Hart and 
Brian Saulsberry), and Synthesis 
(David 7X Gaither and Lamont 
Geddis). Shawn Jones, Henry 
Jackson, a nd Lion Shaw, all 
cand idates for the Undergraduate 
Trustee pos it ion, were al.so in 
attendance. 
Posters and flyers from each of 
the candidates decorated the wa lls 
of the room and played as a 
b~ckdrop to the mc~ages tliat each 
tried 10 pus h during their br ief 
speaking period. 
"It was good to sec the 
enthusiasm of a ll the candidates 
and it was interesting to see and 
hear what they had to say." Lesli 
Brannon, a sophomore, sa id. " I was 
excited and very enlightened to find 
out all the things that arc going o n 
at Howard and I was abfc to sec 
some of these people that 1 d idn't 
even know.'· . 
bward student charged 
~th second-degree 
1urder in deatli of baby 
11) Gena Gatci,ood 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
iluth of a 22-month-old 
■ found in a Northeast 
tt,,ntruh bin o n Feb. 6 has 
;.lid to a Howard University 
II. 
Wild'sbody was found after 
ill'sfather, Jermaine Davis, 
•rities to her remains 
lite Capitol Laundromat in 
llitrict. The father had 
rtported his daughter 
Israel said both the father and his 
girlfriend knew the baby was dead 
6ut cont inued their day as usual. "I 
really think that was sick," he said. 
Meridin. a New York native, is a 
sophomore majoring in politica l 
sc ie nce at Howard Un,vcrs itt, 
Although she was not the infants 
mother, she had dated the child 's 
father for about a year and had 
become close to his daughter. 
According to the Feb. 7 edi tion 
of the Wash°i ngton Post, Mcridin 
was trying to study when the child 
began crying. The ch ild's mouth 
was stuffed with a sock and taped 
rlwas shocked. I just don't 
ft!erstand why it happened." 
,Avalaura Gaither, former 
mmate to Shervon Meridin 
cntagon 1ty s oppmg 
t later confessed to 
the whereabouts of the 
'sbod. 
lsral security director 
City, was the first to 
Davis concerning this 
Israel described the father 
·unconcerned" for his 
child, leading securi ty 
10 believe his s tory was 
"He changed his story 
· ," Israel sa id. 
finally admitted that he 
icnd Shervon Mcridin, 
d Universi ty s tudent, 
the infant 's body in a 
The two cla imed the 
afterchokingon her own 
Davis and Meridin placed 
in a plastic bag, called a 
nnsported the 6aby to the 
remembers the moment 
the ch ild's body. " I 
the bag first and I didn't 
Iha! it was. But when I 
tile bag. I saw the baby's 
k said. Investigators say 
's body was frozen and 
·gos of malnutrition and 
us trauma. 
s ut to m u e t eno1sc. e in ant 
apparently died from suffocation. 
Avalaura Gaither, a sopho more 
psychology major, lived w_it h 
Meridin in Bethune Ha ll during 
their freshman year. She recallco 
Meridin as hav111g a bad temper 
and secluding herself from others 
when she was upset. "She ~vas kind 
of phony, so r s topped hang111g 
around her," Gaither said. . . 
Ga ither remembers Mc11dm 
having family problems, but added 
that, after seeing her .recently 
"everyth ing seemed fine. 
"I was shocked. I j ust don't 
understand why it happened." she 
sa id. 
TI1c infa111 lived with Davis in 
the 100 b lock ofU Street, N.W. I-le 
had apparent ly been. trying to 
obtain custody of the child from her 
mother who lives in Georgia. 
Accord ing to Israel, the mo ther of 
the ch ild has no t yet been located. 
Neither Davis nor Merid in have 
given an explanatio n for the murder. 
Both have been cha rged w ith 
sccond,dcgrce m urder and arc 
be ing held _wi thout bond while 
awa iting their court appearance. 
The candidates' platforms and 
personal stature were tested when 
students from the audience and the 
e lections committee presented 
difficult scenarios and questions. 
audience tesponded positively to 
the majority of answers of the 
cand idates. 
" I thought all the candidates 
were ver y art iculate and 
"It was good to see the 
enthusiasm of all the 
candidates." 
-Lesli Brannon, 
sophomore 
"All the questio ns where 
answered very we ll ," Shirclle 
Green. a junior, said. "All the slates 
had a chance to voice their concerns 
and I think the crowd was pleased 
with what they heard.'' 
Through ou t the even t, the 
represented their s lates very well," 
Marlon Jones, a junior, said. " I 
think that the students were very 
interested in what the slates had to 
say and it was a very interactive 
environment." 
Out of those who had attended 
previous speakouts held in the past 
couple of weeks, some felt the 
candidates presentations were 
becoming repetitive. 
".I thi1ik it was very informative, 
even though it was a li ttle 
red~ndant," Ellisha McKin!1e.Y,. a 
Jumor, said . "We got an m1t1al 
understanding of what th e 
cand idates have to offer." 
While some students were 
impressed by the backgrounds of a 
few of the candidates, others felt 
that integrity of character would 
weigh more o n their final decision. 
"I'm not so concerned with all of 
the credentials that each may carry 
as much as I am with someone who 
seems to have a the best interest of 
the students at heart," Brannon said. 
Current HUSA president and 
vice president, Shawn Barney and 
Kofi Rashid, closed the event with 
a few words and an introduct ion to 
April Si lver, the 1990-91 HUSA 
president, who happened to be 
present. Silver received a s tanding 
ovation as she gave a few tips to the 
candidates ancf students. 
" I saw a lot of things I liked 
from all the s lates," S ilver said. 
"Their concern with the issues was 
good, but beyond that, they should 
be more concerned with th e 
principles of the role they will play 
and the legacy they wi ll inherit." 
Silver added, "Students' 
act ivism is a real power in this 
count ry and around the g lobe. 
Student activism is always at the 
forefront of revolu tio ns and 
changes. Their [studen t 
gover nment officials] actions 
shou Id be on the forefront of ever 
students mind." 
Sisters, Let's Talk ... 
r".; .. ,, 
Scenes from the Fourth Annual Woman to Woman Conference. 
Wednesday, the College of Arts and Sciences Student Council and the Ladles of Alpha Chapter, Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, 
Incorporated held the Fourth Annual Woman to Woman Conference, this year entitled "Reclaiming Our Birthright". More than 
300 young women from DC high schools attended the day-long event, which featured workshops given by professional 
African American women. Speakers Included Karen Good, former HILLTOP managing editor and current Vibe Magazine 
assistant editor, La Chanda Jenkins, Miss Howard and Miss DC U.S.A., Artis Hampshire-Cowan, secretary of the University, , 
University General Counsel Norma Leftwich, and Corllss HIii, Contemporary Living Editor for Essence magazine. Thls years 
conference also saw the Inlatlon of the "Phenomenal Woman" award, which was given to Gwendolyn Boyd, an engineer at the 
Johns Hopkins University Applled Physics Laboratory. Boyd, a past director for Delta Sigma Theta Sorority's Eastern Region, 
ls very Involved in the community,worklng with the United Way of the National Capital area, the National Council of Negro 
Women and the Greater Washington Urban League. 
Pictured above are (Clockwise) luncheon keynote speaker Peggy Lewis, director of SJ?eciality Press for the White House! Dr. 
rebera Foston, author of the poem, "You Don't Live on My Street", who also attended Tuesday evening's Wine and Cheese at 
theHoward University Museum, School of Communications professor Debyli Thomas serve~ as the luncheon's mistress of 
ceremonies, and a student from Dunbar High school's Young Women of Distinction, who peiformed a rap about bulldlng self• 
esteem and not engaging In pre-marital sex. · · 
One Man's Perspective on Women 
By Faraji Johnson 
Special to The HILLTOP 
throughout the ent;ire ballroom, filled Conference was a wonderful exam• 
to capacity with young, eager ears. pie of a true service-minded project 
Throughout the conference's that exemplifed the mission of the 
pomp and circumstance, the true two organizations responsible for the 
essence of both our people and black planning of the conference. · 
A voice which will be missed. 
The Hilltop salutes the late 
Phyll is Hyman during Black 
History Month . For more, see 
Pulse, B3. 
. Being one of a hand-full ma.le in women was demonstrated. After a • I felt the need to publicly 
fullattendanceoftheFourthAnnual stirring accapella duet of "His acknowletlge the Ladies of Delta 
Woman to Woman c_o_ru:_e_re_n_ce_,_h_e_1d __ E_y_e_1n_o_n_T_h_e_sp_a_rro_ w_:•_t_he_ b_a1_1- :::::-----Sigma Theta Sorori-
earlier this week, 171 '", Inc., Alpha Chap-
th I t The Fourth Annual Woman to rroman ,, was e c oses te1·, and The College 
thing to being a fly 
Tumpo 
A2 People 
AS Pulse 
A6 Business 
ernational A7 Health & Fitness 
·torial A8 Sports 
A9 Hill topics 
Bl 
B2 
B3 
BS 
B8 
Bll 
B12 
on the wall during Conference was a wonderful example of a of Arts and Sciences 
an intense girl-talk Student Council for 
session that any true service-minded project. providing a day of 
man will ever get. true sisterly fel-
From the opening -Faraji Johnson, junior b.usiness major lowship that was 
ceremony, there moving to everyone 
was a feeling of 
self-worth and---------------------""".'-:-:in attendance.,. 
womanly pride that could be felt and room was taken over by a spiritual which included the few men in atten-
seen on the face of every woman in "holydance" moment that would dence. Hopefully, their joint leader-
attendance. Each workshop was led rival any Sunday morning Pente- ship will ignite a flame under other 
by strong, beautiful, intelligent, black costal devotional service. campus organizations throughout the 
women who truly had a word for Often times, those of us who are Howard University campus. 
their younger hig school sisters that not members of the Creek-letter 
were in attendance. community or involved in the student 
The mid-day luncheon screvd as government arena are dis-
anotber opportunity for genuine enchanted by many of our campus 
sisterly bonding. Peggy Lewis, who organization's past community ser-
served as the keynote speaker, spoke vice endeavors. It makes us ques-
to her younger sisters in a tone that tion the true intent of certain projects 
was both motherly, yet still on a "sis- by other campus organizations. The 
tergirl" level that was well received Fourth Annual \Voman to Woman 
Paraji Jolt11so11 recited a poem dur-
ing the conference's opening 
ceremonies. · 
A2 THE HILLTOP 
PUS 
Howard hosts global information symposi 
By Karen Thomas 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
A one-day, in form ation- filled 
symposium at the International 
Affairs Center on Tuesday 
examined the pol icies and 
technica l and social aspects of the 
Global Information Infrastructure, 
commonly referred 10 as Gil . 
The G il is the g loba l 
integrat ion of existing nationa l 
information in frast ructures within 
the international infrastructu res 
ne twork. Gil is geared toward 
crea ting an information 
superhighway. 
"II is a network of networks," 
said Dr. Ernest Wilson Ill, senior 
adviso r io the U.S. Global 
In formation Infrastructure 
Commission. 
"The Global In fo rm ation 
Infrastructure is not just a sing le 
technology, it is not just a 
computer, it is not just a telephone. 
It is a muhidirectional highway." 
The G il has s pec ial 
implica tio ns for African 
Americans, the Caribbean and 
Latin America. The in formation 
revolution will change the quality 
of li fe, the nature of work and 
create both social and economic 
changes in those countries. 
Africa, Latin America and the 
Caribbean al ready have i:lobal 
syste ms, but their ab ilit y to 
integrate dete rs the m from 
competing with others. 
"Those deve loping countries 
that will actually devel9p will be 
t hose that ge t with thi s 
information superhighway," sa id 
Dr. Clement Ashante, executive 
d irector of the African-American 
Media Research and 
Development, Inc. 
T he Information Superh ighway 
calls for rapid change and 
adaptabi lity. ''The information 
revolution is here to stay. In this 
global arena, we have a new global 
need. We need people who have 
knowledge of the technology. We 
need high ly specialized sk ills," 
said Dr. Raymond A. Akwulc, 
president of AFCOM and director 
of the Center for Thlemat ics and 
Broadcasting a t George Mason 
Universi ty. 
"Free access to in formation is 
a myth" said Dr. Abbas Malek, a 
professor in the Department of 
Radio, TY and Film a t How:1rd. 
" Someday soon someone w ill 
have control over this free 
information. Information is not 
communication, and human 
communica tion is taking away 
from humanity; I believe tha t the 
in formation age is the beginning 
of the end of human civilization." 
"The financi a l par t of the 
structure is very important. " ln a 
cap italism society, if you don't 
have capital you cannot participate 
in a cap ita lis t system," sa id Dr. G. 
Thomas Wilson II , ass istan t 
professor at Mo rgan State 
University on minori ty med ia 
resource and ownership. 
Because finance will determine 
owners hip, there must be jo int 
vcnmres throughout the Diaspora 
to keep up with curre nt 
development because a lapse you 
are headed for "road kill," Wilson 
said. 
Joy Okereke-Arungwa, 
assistant professor in the School of 
Communications at Bowie State 
University, sa id t he widen ing 
gender gap in technology access 
and usag~ in Africa is a problem. 
According 10 Omini Ellis 
Wilcox, assis tan t professo r of 
communica ti ons a t Trini ty 
College, men are the ones who get 
on the computer. "The computer is 
not gender neutra l." 
" We need to wake up in the 
in formation revolution, we were 
sleeping in the industrial," Lantirc 
Yiverson said. " Information is a 
commodity that is the next 
generation's wealt h.'' 
Students pledge to save sex for 
marriage at religious forum. 
By Awanya Oeneace Anglin 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Approximately 200 men and 
women met at Andrew Rankin 
Memorial Chapel the day before 
Yalentinc·s Day to be a part of the 
uvirtue Campaign." 
The Campaign was part of a 
week-long series of forums on 
male/female re lationships hosted 
by .the Tom Skinner Associatc_s/ 
Skinner · Farm Leadership 
Institute and the students of 
Noonday Prayer at Howard. The 
organ izers of the Virtue 
Campaign stated that the purpose 
of the event was to "equip 
Howard University s tudents with 
key strategies for P.rncticing moral 
exce llence w hile dating and 
relating.'' 
Donald and Miriam Wright, 
Howard alumni and ministers at 
Kingdom Life Christian Center in 
D.C., co-hosted the event and 
i:ave testimonials on their own 
mtimale relationships. 
Miriam Wright told allendees 
tha t when one feels that "a 
relationship gives you something 
that God can't, that's where you 
are deceived." 
Her husband, Donald added, 
"When you compromise [morals) 
in a relationship, it weakens you.r 
stren!l,th with God." 
Aller the testimonials, the 
congregation was separated by 
gender- the women remained 
m the sanctuary while the men 
adjourned to the basement. 
"Women arc regarded as s tatus 
symbols. The more beautiful the 
woman, the higher the status,'' 
Donald said in the male session. 
"You know that no one can 
cht!nge you, so why are you 
try mg to change someone else?" 
Miriam asked during the women's 
session. 
During these sessions, both 
sexes were g iven opportunities to 
s hare their concerns without 
being auacked by the opp0site 
sex. Both sides arrived at the 
conclusion that a relationship 
cannot be successful without 
driving intervention. 
"We women trust God with 
our finances and with healing our 
bodies. but no t wi th our 
relationships," Miriam said. 
"Be a Godly man. If you don't 
make a commitment to God, then 
you can't have a Godly 
relationship," concluded Donald. 
At the end of the program, the 
majority of the congregation 
signed a pledge stat ing that they 
would ab~ta.in frol!l enga,ging in 
sexual act1v11y until marriage. 
According to Donald, he and 
his wifo dated three years before 
taking their marriage vows and 
were able to " maintain a level of 
purity:· 
Many of the students left the 
chapel with a new perspective on 
handling relationships. 
After signing lite covenant, 
Martcsia Levant said that she was 
happy and blessed to make the 
pledge. 
''[The program) 'gave me 
reasons to keep living virtuously," 
the junior marketing major said. 
By remaining virtuous, Levant 
believes "it will be worth it in the 
long run." 
In 1981, before leaving 
Howard, Donald Wright helped 
organize '·Noonday Prayer," one 
of the major activities of the 
organization by the same oame. 
The Tom Skinner Associates 
was founded in 1964 with the 
mission of "raising up a new 
generation of leaders who arc 
both technically and morally 
excellent." 
Doris Thomas, a senior 
grnphic arts major and member of 
the organizat ion, beli eves that 
"God was glorified in the pledges 
made." 
Thomas also advised that men 
and women learn to ''cherish the 
body which is really no t theirs." 
Howard educatio 
program granted 
contract with 
By Gena Gatewood 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
T he Howard University 
Continuing Education Program has 
been awarded a five-year military 
and civilian train ing contract by 
the Department of the Army. 
The Continuing Educa tion 
Program will have been in 
establishment for 10 years as of 
April , 1996. The ins t11u1e offers 
educational training courses in the 
"We look forward to 
our re lat ionship to 
department's needs for · 
personnel developmlll; 
Franklin. S he said that 
local organizations arc 
and, therefore, employca 
be re trained. The C 
Educat ion Program offal 
to aid in this process. 
"Companies are al10 
get more minorities in: · 
force,'' Franklin said. Sk 
the importance of 
literacy, foreign language 
oo orwar to expan ing 
relationship to meet the 
department's needs for training 
p ersonnel development. - Dr. 
Eleanor Franklin, dean oftht 
program 
greater Washington area. 
Dr. Eleanor Frankl in, dean of 
the JJrogram, said the institute helps 
professionals become -more 
valuable to their employers. 
T he services granted through 
this new contract w ith the Army 
wil l include three on-site training 
programs at Fort Meade, Md., Fort 
Myer and the Walter Recd Medical 
Center. Management support and 
other developmental services will 
be provided at these three sites. 
Gre11ory L. Davis has been 
appointed project manager. 
s tandardized test pr 
minorities. 
However, army traiaill 
focus of th is recent!) II 
contract. It will not onlJ 
management skills ol. 
personnel but it will also 
the opportunity to rcloa& 
"This contract will · 
service;· Franklin sai 
the program 10 extend 
five years. totaling more 
million say ing. ' ·This 
even bring Howard a inll 
If interested in 
writing for the 
Campus page of 
The Hilltop, 
contact Donya a 
806-6866 or stop 
The Hilltop oflic 
located at the 
Howard Plaza 
Towers West. 
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A·ndrew Rankin. Memorial Chapel ··· 
'\ 
Hrs. Marian Wright Edelman 
President 
' ) 
CHILDREN'S DEFENSE FUND 
Washington, l>.C. 
• • • • • • • • • • 
·Calls· to C1Ja11el 
. Mr. Howard - Lamont Geddis 
Operations Simba & The SojOurner's Neighborhood Center . 
• • • • •  • • • • • 
Sunday, February 25, 1996 
11 :00 A.M . . 
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JOIN THE CLASS OF 1996 
F 
., 
' 
. • • : • • ••• · - · .. · ·· · -· . - • I 
& SOURCE MAGAZINE 
OR AN EVENING OF FASHION, FUN AND FINE DINING. . 
LET YOUR EYES GAZE AT THE LATEST IN HIP-HOP : 
STYLES BY: 
PHAT FARM, TOMMY HILFIGER, WALKER WEAR, 
MAX STUDIO, DKNY, MECCA U.S.A. 
AND MANY MORE. 
. 
\ 
\ 
' . 
. 
. 
, WHILE iHE DJ PLAYS THE LATEST HIP-HOP RHYMES BY: 
I 
.. THE PHARCYDE, THE GZA FEATURING METHOD MAN, 
Ar'Tl!ft ftAATY TO !'OU.OWi 
R. KELLY, THE DOGG POUND, THE FUGEES, TOTAL 
AND MORE. 
• 
· ·TICKETS SOLD AT·T·HE DOOR & AT THE LAW SCHOOL. 
,, 
---- ----------, -,'"'!!!!-- CONTACT THE THIRD YEAR · 
.. .' . '-~--) :__ iCLASS OFFICE AT : 
WHEN: FEBRU~Ri'fu·23,"· 1995 .· (202) 806-8146 
· .. . ,. · ·.• .. · . · NIKKI COSBY OR INGA DYER 
.. · .. . ·.-.WHERE: CAFE.BLOOM·.-.. ·--
. . . . . 
. 3102 MT .. P.L.EASANI sr~· ·:-.:·· ,CAFE BLOOM IS A BLACK 
··· .. - .·. . TIME: 7:0o --.·~_:; .. .- · .. :.:._.: ... OWNED FULL S~RVICE BAR 
· · . ·. . lAND RESTERAUNT OPEN FOR 
cosr: $·S.oo .·  .. · · ·· · iBustNEss FRlDAY & ALWAYS. 
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Officials investigate safety of MARC trains 
11 dead afier last week's Amtrak -Marc collision in Silver Spring 
,5ig na l at the 
Kens ing ton, Md. 
train station that 
should have to ld 
him to slow down 
and r.reparc 10 stop 
in Silver Spring. 
By Steven Gray 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
j EJc,tD people were killed in a. 
~c:ollis1on between a Maryland 
~ train and a~ Amtrak traln 
., ~eek. causing . federal 
dligators 10 qucs11on I he ~ of both warn mg signals 
,1escapc routes. . 
wuli<l 5:30 p.m. last Frida}, 
i~n Station-bound MARC 
11 11, struck by a Chicago-~ Amtrak train, the Capnol 
~- The MARC train was 
,..:iilg 150 passengers, including 
1
,i,ipfrom the Joo Corps Center 
i'lbrJlCIS Ferry, W. Va. 
\I of the fatalities and most of 
tiliurie~ were on the MARC 
~ralinveMigator~ arc probing 
,-ro1c a warning s1g11al played 
saccident. The maJor issue at 
is~hcther or not the MARC 
·1 engineer ~aw a warning 
CGmplled By Steven Gray 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Barry plt111s 10 slash 6,300 
jobs 
l)i!Uict Mayor Mari on Barry 
ill!iled plans last week to 
-,ate over 6.300 jobs by fall. 
-=,the city's work force by 25 
-· 
B111)'°s plan will close several 
 public schools as we II as 
•diestudcnt-to-1cachcr rat io in 
111 of the city's already over-
Inves t 1ga1ors 
arc also looldng at 
possible problems 
with escape rnutes. 
According 10 
Edward 
Dtibranetski, the 
chief investigator 
for the Nationa l 
Safety Board. 
many of the 
MARC tra in's 
windows failed 10 
pop o ut upon 
1mpac1. 
.. There were suggestions that the 
windows were 1101 coming out from 
passengers trapped inside in panic 
situations, .. Dobranc1ski sa id in an 
sta tement released by The 
crowded schools. All in all. 750 
public school cmplo}'ees will be 
terminated by Sept. 30. 1996 
The Mayor cla ims that the 
proposed cuts wi ll save the city $2 
billion dollars. 
Kweisi Mfume sworn in as 
NAACP preside111 
Former Maryland 
Congressman Kweisi Mfumc. 47. 
was sworn in Tuesday as president 
o f the 87-ycar-old Nat ional 
Association for the Advancement 
o f Colored People. 
Mfumc announced his decision 
place. There was one 
body outside the train . 
Dead. He was all tangled 
up and cut up. He was 
against one or those big 
wnccls of the train." 
Moments before the 
impact, MARC 
, 
1 conductors ran through lrf the cars info rming 
~~ passengers that the train 
' · would soon crash. 
?, "We switched tracks 
at Po int of Rocks 
because they said up 
ahead was a stalled 
train," said MARC I passenger . Kelv in 
Williams. ''We got to 
=-~------- - ----- Rockville and 
The aftermath of train collision in Sliver Spring. everything was okay. 
Washington Post. on fire," a Montgomery County Then three aonductors came out 
Over 200 workers battled fall ing firefighter said. ''The side of one screaming 'Everybody get down! ' 
temperatures, snow, and smoke 10 was gone. Its all peeled away. Its And then we crashed. Everybody 
rescue passengers trapped in gone. its like its not there. One ison' was crying and screaming:• 
overturned train cars. ns side at an angle, and inside one An impromptu emergency ward 
"When we got here the train was of the cars are bodies all over the was set up in the lobby of the Park 
EYE OND.C 
to lead the scandal-plagued civil 
rights organization last year, after 
s uccessfully leading the 
Congressional Black Caucus from 
1993- 1994. 
NAACP board members hor.c 
that Mfumc will breathe new life 
into the organiza ti on, which is 
struggling 10 survive with a $3.2 
mi I hon debt. 
.. Based on the caliber of the 
man. people have high 
cxpcc1a11ons ." NAACP board 
member Joe Madison said in a 
USA TODAY interview. " People 
arc weary or the internal bickering 
and ready for a new beginning:· 
Oil spill hits the A11acos1ia 
River 
A storage tank at St. Elizabeth's 
Hospital leaked over 1,800 gallons 
of heating oil into the Anacostia 
River last week, causing the 
District ·s Department of 1-fuman 
Services to call in the city 's fire 
department for support. 
Accord ing 10 Department of 
Human Services spokeswoman 
Linda Wharton Boyd, the leak 
started in a 3,000 gallon !railer on 
the Southeast hospital grounds. 
., 
Naval Academy s1t1de111 
se11te11ced 011 drug charges 
A sophomore at Maryland·s 
prestigious U.S. Naval Academy 
was sentenced in a military court 
10 three months in ja il for sell ing 
four doses of the illegal drug LSD 
to students. 
Erin Ogle, 19, claimed that a 
friend gave her the drugs at block 
party in her native Arizona during 
the winter of I 994. Ogle said that 
she brought the drugs back 10 
Maryland and "decideo 10 get rid 
of it" and gave it to another 
ValuJet's Sprin Break Packafies 
Sf art At Just $1 9. · ~ 6 
l.l.'.l\'e it to the airline that makes flying cheaper than 
dri,ing to make skiing almosl cheaper 1han staying home. 
You can enjor three days ,md 1wo nights at your choice 
or many popular Nel',: England ski resorts, for S 199 during mid-week, 
or for $2'19 on weekends. Price includes accommodations, lift tickets, 
and rental L'(JUipment, per person, double occupancy. Airfare is ex1rn 
(see box). All resorts arc located wilhin I 1/2 to 3 hours dnve of 
e11her &islon or Hartford. This special offer is good 
through March 3 I. 1996. . . 
You may book your Spring Break Ski Package by calling 
1-800-VlSIT-NE (l-800-8'17-4863). For ¼1h.1Jc1 reservat ions. and to 
book a rer11al cir, call J-800-VAl.lJJET (1·800-825-85.38) . 
• 
Spring Break Valufarcs .. 
Sulton condomin iums in Silver 
Spring. 
"Tficre was a jolt, a severe jolt," 
said Oregon-native Dale Johnson, 
who was a r.assengcr on the Capitol 
Limited. ' I went forward . We 
thought we hit something or that we 
were in a derailment. It was 
frighten ing because we didn't 
realize the extent of what hapP.cned 
lo the MARC train. We did n I feel 
a big sensation." 
Howard University s tudent 
Keya Graves was schedu led to 
board an Amtrak tra in fro m 
Union Sta tion to Philade lphia 
hours after the crash occurred . 
The shock or the Silver Spring 
crash kept her in Washington for 
the weekend. 
"Normally, things like this don't 
sca re me,'' said the broadcast journalism major. " But th is 
accident was 100 close to home. If 
I decide to go home this weekend, 
I' ll catch a bus before I take the 
train." 
Academy student, who paid her 
$ 10, 
Ogle faces up 10 20 years in jail 
for her charges. 
Four other Academy students 
st ill faces court martial for charges 
of distributing drugs. 
Coincidentally, th is is the 
second drug scandal in the past 
yearto occur al the Academy. Last 
month, a senior was sentenced to 
four mo nths for ancmpting 10 
purchase 200 doses of LSD. 
Sources: 71,e Wt1slii11gto11 
Post, USA TODAY , 
$49 TO BOOK lOIIR SPRJNG BR/iAK SKI P,1CKAGE: BOSTON 
HARTFORD-SPRINGFIEW 
• 
-
""-.... ............. 
$49 
NewEnclAod 
. USM1" 
/..:?.... 
$Kt VERMONT 
"''"' "' ' ._._,,.,11, .... N,.,.•••I• 
f':lres .sho• n 
are foe Off.11.-Jlc U:l\d 
,n(I "'l'J.C a 21-<by a<kan<'C 
putdu,e. Off,1\-Jlc lime,(•~ 
all them \!wD:1)1) :ire, Mond:I~ 
luc,day and \l'oclnc,d.1)\ 
Thur><by before 2JXJ P.11 ,n(I atkr 
7:00 PM; f'ridaybebe 11:JOM~ 
Sotunbylx:fore9:00AII ,ncl alter 12:00 
Noon; ~b)' ml Hol<l1)' 1><Ti0ds are 
fuJJ.:. OUr b'io'\ffl wi.st \\'t tdl rou 
im, sdlcdulcs ind lan:s arc sub;<'<' to 
dnnge ,i1hout noti<'c. An Airpon 
t>as=gc,Facll•y~ol l}$6m,y 
opply, but-, c.11l't do,n)th~ 
m111ul. All &rcurc subjea to 
:avaUDHcy, All !ares lre ooe-w:ir 
:ind non>f\.ofunc.bblc, All's 
•<II when )W II)' 
l'.lluJ<t 
1-800-VISIT-NE 
FOR VAU/Jff RESEIN.mONS AND 1\ 1/F.;\TA/. CAR: 
1-800-V ALUJET 
Visit us on the lmernct at hllf)://IV\w.valujet.com 
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Buchanan on top after New Halllpshire priniai, 
By Steven Gray 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Conservative commentator Pat 
Buchanan sent shockwaves across 
the nation this week by winning the 
New Hampshire primary and 
posit ion ing himself as the new 
Rer,ublican front-runner. 
primary. 
· Traditionally, the winner of the 
New Hampshire primary goes on lo 
capture bo th their pa rt y's 
nomination and the presidential 
election. That tradition has held 
true for every presidentia l election 
since J 968. Bill Clinton is the only 
exception. He finishc~ seC(!n~ in 
the 1992 New Hantpslurc prunary. 
With roughly 28 percent of the 
primary vote, Buchanan barely 
surpassed Dole's hold of26 percent 
of the vote. Former Te nnessee 
Governor Lamar Alexander came 
within five percentage points of the 
primary's winner, capturing 23 
percent of the vote. 
Republ ican leaders are struggling 
to unite an increasingly fracturcil 
pol itical party. 
" Pat Buchanan, while he 
campaigns under the mant le of· 
Ronald Reagan, is someone who is 
an isolat1onis1," s aid Ke n 
Duberstein, former chief of staff 
during the Reagan Administration. 
" Ronald Reagan was a free-trader. 
He was a unifier. Pat Buchanan is 
someone who divides people. Pat 
Buchanan is missing the message." 
immigrants, homosex11 
globalists. 
"Pat has touched a c!Qj 
said Dole in a recent Ill 
interview. " He plays GI 
[ American public's) r~h 
address their hopes andl!!i 
It 's pretty easy 10 lather aag 
he's good at 11. But my view 
it cannot sell across AJt1C1i 
'All of the forces of the old order 
are going 10 rally against us. The 
csta61ishment is comin_g together1 you can hear them right now; 
Buchanan said during liis victory 
speech Tuesday. "The fax machines 
and the phones are buzzing in 
Washington, D.C. They're going to 
come after this campaign with 
everything they've got. Mount UP. 
everybody and ride to the sound of 
the gun/' 
After declining to register for 
this month's Louisiana Republican 
P.rimary, Dole began to fa ll. 
Buchanan stunned both Dole and 
the American public by winning the 
New Hampshire primary. 
Majority leader Bob Dole (R-Ka) sllpped in the New Hampshire 
primary. 
In recent weeks, Buchanan nas 
suggested the U.S. government 
bu iii! a wall around its borders to 
preve_nt 11'.fcxican refu!iees from 
crossing into America s streets. 
Buchanan says the wall wou ld 
symbol ize a sudden death to the 
North Ame rican Free 'fradc 
Agreement. 
Yet, con trary to I 
conclusion, many AlDelb 
buying into Buchanan'slllll 
this week's New Hampsii 
Poll, 27 percent of the rape 
said the sta tus or the Al 
economy and jobs wa 
campaign's top issues. Wilil 
which Republican cancidj 
best equipped to tackle dMJt 
an overwhelmingly maj(qJ1 Buchanan. With less than six months before 
the Republ ican Nat ional 
Convention, GOP candidates spent 
the past week criss-crossin_g New 
Hampshire, literally begging for 
enough votes 10 win the state's 
cove ted " first-in-the-na tion" 
a conte nder fo r the party's Buchanan is an extreme righ t-
nominat ion is an insu lt to our winger." 
Buchanan was a majo r 
contender in the ·92 presidential 
e lection. In a speech at the 
Republican Najional Convention, 
Buchanan identified what he 
considered 10 be the immoral 
segments of American society: 
"To an extent, I don'11111 
everything that Buchanu■ 
he is the man of the ho[,; 
said. " With the ChristiaoCi 
behind him, he is going1011i 
of inlluence in 1hiseleaioa1 
he gets the nomina1ionu1 
But not all Republicans arc 
happy abo ut the increasing 
possibilit>.' of Buchanan winning 
the party s nomination. 
"The fact that Buchanan is even 
party's legacy," said Tony Tran, a Many in the Republican party 
sophomore at Baylor University in hierarchy arc scrambl ing to 
ll:xas and a lead ing representative di stance themselves from 
of the Baylor Young Republicans. Buchanan's extremist, right-wing 
" I believe that we need a moderate. rhetoric. More important I y, 
With electronic ticketing, United Airlines lowers fard 
By Janelle Lynette Thompson 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
New technolo~y results in lower airl ine 
(ares. United Airlines has reduced the price 
of their plane tickets by using electronic 
ticketing. 
Tegcne Dulce, a sophomore majoring in 
theater arts and California resident, said the 
cost of airline tickets is too high and is 
happy 10 hear the airline is trying to reduce 
its fares. 
"After searching for airline tickets, the 
cheapes t flight was $750 round trip. 
America West airl ines cost $400, but I 
would not get a meal," she said. 
A round trip ticket from \½shi11gton 
National Airport to Los Angeles 
International Airport is around $800. but picked up and no confirmation number is United is the first major airl ine to 
with the new clcc1ronic ticketing, fares will needed. On the day of trave l, e-1icket introduce e-tickct service. 
be reduced by approximately - --- - -------------------- A survey done by United 
fifteen percent . E t • k t · • t [ d •d ''t showed that 95 percent of 
"As a technological • ZC e WaS SO COnVenzen • z n customers feel that the e-
innovator in the indus try, have to worry about losing my ticket ticket op tion is the most 
United is offering consumers l . . h ll f convenient way to travel. 
the future of air travel today," Or eavzng zt at o,ne, a O my T i ff a ny Bratts, a 
United Airl ines director of in'hrmation was already in the sophomore major ing in 
sales distribution Sue Fullman I' biology, said after using e-
sa id. "Jus t as e-mail is computer. ticket she wi ll never use a 
chang in!\ the way people paper ticket again. 
communicate, Un itcd's e- "E-ticket was so 
ticket service will change the -Tiffany Bratts, sophomore biology convenient. I didn't have to 
way people travel.'' • worry about losing my ticket 
E- ticket customers maJOr or leaving it at home, all of 
purchase their tickets the same my information was already 
way, either by telephone or through a travel customers show an identification card and in the computer," she said. 
agency, but no ttcke1 wi ll be mailed or board the plane. Un ited began test ing e-ticket in 
JR/@~®ro@ll 
IB1~19lbl1~19lbfl~ 
Police Report No Violence At Mardi Gras 
More than J million people packed the streets of 
New Orleans for Mardi Gras. The party, which ended 
Tuesday night a~ midnight, had police reports of no 
trouble. During the weekend, two dozen parades rolled 
throu_gh south "Louisiana and on Monday, a day-long 
music festival took place along the Mississippi River. 
The music fest ival was capped by the arrival ol the king 
and queen of Zulu, a trad11 ionally African-American 
carnival krewe that parades on Mardi Gras. 
Airplane Skids Off Runway 
Continental Airlines Flight 1943 skidded of a 
Houston runway after its landing gear collapsed as the 
plane touched down. With 82 passengers and a crew 
of five, there was only one report of rnjury. Minutes 
after skidding to a stop, the plane was evacuated safely. 
Toxas Celebrates a Bil'lhday 
ll:xas celebrated its 150th birthday in Texas style. 
The cake, 8 by 16 feet, with a musket vollc_y. shows 
'lcxas taking up 60 percent of the United States. It 
depicted how ll:xans sec their state: the biggest and 
best. The state was accepted into the union Dec. 29, 
1845, but the independent Republic of Tuxas didn't 
formally cease operation until Feb. 19, 1846. 
Compile,/ by Janelle Lynelle Thompson 
DRUNK 
DRIVING 
DOESN'T 
JUST KILL 
DRUNK 
DRIVERS. 
November on its West Coast ~ 
business flight from Chicago.I 
projects that IO to 15 percent ofm• 
will use c-ticket the first year. 
The amount of potential S3\'U111 
The airline now spends $8 10 ptT,1111 
deliver a paper ticket and e-1ickett111 
.50. 
" If airlines would reduce tbe1 
their fares, I could go home DICl!t 
perhaps even for a weekend &Ill 
Dulce said. 
Other a irlines that have gilQ 
airlines the option or paperless till 
Southwest and ValuJet. With) 
Southwest's customers flying · 
estimates savings of S25 millKG 
costs. Southwest and ½ iuJetare 
cheapest airlines in the indusll}'. 
Ron Brown In tbe Press Again 
II \11!.u!.,111 -.t,•r\\'1,1! flk1ll.l lh'l11 llm111..:.,lnn1L. '' h,1 \\lw l\1\\h.11. ,.·r 11.11., ... 
U.S. Commerce Secretary Ron Brown, one of two 
Black secretaries, is now under 6rc for J)()Qlibly accepting 
funds from a Oklahoma gas company for his son, Michael 
Brown. 
Federal investigators are also trying to 6nd if any 
money was given to Brown from Dynamic Energy 
Resources Company (DER). 
But congressional Republicans are upset about the 
recent accusations and may plan 10 hold hearings. 
At the same time, U.S. Energy Secretary Hazel 
O'Leary is facing strong allegations of travel fraud. 
"This is a muddy pond,'' Sen. Lauch Faircloth (R-
N.C.) said." I think he(Brown) w,l5 the direct bene6ciary 
of money the taxpayers lost as a result." 
Government to Investigate P.lrrakhan 
Min. Louis Farrakhan, leader of the Nation of Islam 
may face legal questions by lawmakers on Capitol Hill'. 
Lawmakers want to know if Farrakhan accepted 
money or gifts from Libyan and Iranian officials or used 
American dollars in the two countries. 
" I think that there is a real reluctance on the part of 
the government 10 take on Farrakhan because he is a 
leader at playing the race card," Rep. Peter T. King (R-
N.Y.).said. 
King wants to hold hearings as soon a5 possible to 
investigate the possible charges on Farrakhan, 
Farrakhan said, "I am a free Black and do not allow 
anyone to tell me where to go and where not 10 go'' 
Gm·emment May Toke Over D.C. Police 
Sen. Orrin Hatch (R-Utah) has pushed a propos.-\l 10 
have the federal government take-on the police dc))ill1ment 
in W.ishington, D.C. Several aides to the,scnator have 
begun writing the Un ited Nations. 
"I would doubt seriously that this is an idea that 
comes from the Hatch or has his blessing," Del. Eleanor 
Holmes Norton (D-D.C.) said. 
The idea comes after the District government had a 
deficit of about $1 billion dollars. 
Hatch is planning to hold meetings with District 
officials Feb. 29. 
District officials arc upset about the proposal and want 
to stop its proceedings. 
''Sen. Hatch's proposal, if it is a real one, is another 
effort to tak? complete congressional control of this city," 
Mayor Manon Barry said. _ 
Senator Marries BET Anchorwoman 
U.S. Sen. Willi~m Cohen (R-Mainc), a White 55-year-
old bachelor, last week married Janet Langheart, a Black 
anchor on Black Entertainment Television (BE1). 
The wedding took place in the Capitol building on 
Valentine's Day in front of 200 guests. 
Cohen will not run for next term and will be involved 
in trade with his new wife. 
"I want to find some new challenges," Cohen s.1id. 
Compiled by Jonatlum Wharton 
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lfinterestei[ in writing for 
the National page of The 
Hilltop call Janelle at 
806-,6866. 
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Of all the numbers you know 
by heart, do you know the numbers 
imPOrtant to your heart? 
Do you know your cholesterol number57 
-~~re dre different levels of good dnd b.id cholesterol in 41f of us. To help reduce your risk of hedrt d°d ' 
11 s 1mportdn~ lo know whdt your levels dre. You should sldrt by ~nding out your tot41 cholesterol numbad 
HDL or good' cholesterol nur(lber. So see your doctor. For more informdtion, cdll 1-800-575-\\'IEI.L 
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INTERNATION 
Bombings create rift in Irish-British peace accords 
• f 
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and dozens injured. 
The first explosion, which killed 
one person, came shortly after the 
)RA declared an end to the 18 month• 
long cease-fire between the British 
and Irish governments and Sinn Fein, 
the legal political wing of the IRA. 
'Rvo more bombs were planted by 
the IRA, one which was deactivated 
without injury by lhe London police in 
a phone· booth in the heart of the 
theater district. The other exploded in 
a double-deck bus in central London, 
Saturday, killing one person and 
wounding at least eight. 
The IR~s violent attacks have been 
denounced by many officials. 
" We obviously condemn the 
-
-::-._ _
7 
-~ _
7 
_ ... _ '-~ _ _ _ :--:·'"': :::::::::::::::::•:--I bombing,'' said a British Embassy 
- spokesperson, adding that in a democracy the right way 
By Ndlmyake Mwakalyelye to attain peace is through talks and not bombs. Hilltop Staff Writer 
' ' I deplore and condemn [the bombings] absolutely," 
loin the last two weeks. a series of bombings in Father Sean McManus of the Irish National Caucus 
JlOOl1bY the Irish Republican Army have put police said. " It puts a terrible setback to the peace process." 
, IIClical alert, ordering evacuations in s ubway According to reports, the IRA'.s decision to terminate 
;ti.icland buildings at the slightest threat. the cease-fire came as a result of British Prime Minister 
1\t bombings, which began Feb. 9 with the John Major and the British government 's slow pace on 
~ion of London's largest office and apartment reaching a peace sculcmcnt in Northern Island. Sources 
J)(l,-it(Rl, the Canary Wharf, le ft two people dead say the IRA felt "tricked" and "betrayed" by British 
leaders. 
In addition, the British government has been 
accused of stalling in the peace process because they 
continue to introduce one precondition after another. 
"The British government did not move quickly 
enough," said McManus, adding that both the IRA and 
the British government must bear full responsibility for 
the bombings. 
As a precondition for the peace-talks, Major 
demanded that the IRA disarm or hold elections. Both 
of these preconditions were vehemently rejected by the 
IRA. 
Attacking Major on the disarmament issue, 
McManus said, "there is absolutely no precedent in all 
of history" where disarmament had to be a precondition 
for peace talks. , 
Some said Major's delays in speeding up the peace 
process were brought on by pressure from Parliament. 
With only a majority of three in Parliament, Major has 
to depend on the votes of the nine North Ireland 
parliament members who oppose Sinn Fein. Sources 
say if Major gives in to Sinn Fein, he will be voted out. 
'To stay in power, Major will do anything to keep 
in the favor of the nine members of Parliament from 
Northern Ireland," McManus said. 
The feud between the IRA and Britain is long-
stand ing, stemming from a 25-ycar campaign to end 
British rule in Northern Ireland that began centuries 
ago. 
Years of conflicts forced Britain to withdraw from 
the 26 southern Catholic regions 'in its possession. 
However, it retained control of six northern areas, all 
of which were Protestant. These six arc known today 
as Northern Ireland. 
The separation between the 26 regions and the six 
regions produced the two opposing movements now 
dominant in Ireland, the Unionists Majority and the 
Nationalists. At odds with one another for many years, 
peace tal ks began early last year. But the recent 
bombings have strained them significantly. However, 
many expect the peace-talks lo continue despite the last 
bombing. 
" We will be working closely with the Iri sh 
Government to achieve peace," the spokesperson from 
the British Embassy said. However, the spokesperson 
said the climate has to be right for all-party talks to be 
successful. 
Political analysts also say the IRA is keen on the 
success of the cease-fire. 
Speaking on behalf of the IRA, Eamonn McKee, 
press officer at the Irish Embassy, said, "We arc 
disappointed that the cease-firc came to an end." 
McKee also said both the Ir ish and British 
governmentS arc trying to put together a political 
package that will include proximity talks, where all 
panics will be in intensive contact for a designated time 
length, the holding of elections in Nonhern Ireland and 
all-pany negotiations. 
Panel focuses on image of Africa in global community 
By Carey A. Grady 
Hdttop Staff Writer 
director of the National Newspaper 
Publisher's Association. 
African Americans in the U.S. 
justice system. 
governments, several countries are 
politically progressing. 
bin elforl to celebrate Black 
~Oil Month. Amnesty 
,trllltiMal. a non-profit. hu man 
~l'fganization. is sponsoring a 
a\of11,eekly panels :1ddressing 
llltbn11alit)\ the death penalty in 
i Black community and 
ll!lllional politics. 
in Washington for the program. 
di scussed Afr ica's rich cu ltural 
he rit age and challe nged 
participants to learn more about 
the legacies of African history. 
Within the inte rnational 
community, panelists said, Africa 
has been mis represented and 
overlooked and will continue to be 
until factual knowledge is spread 
about the continent. 
''We are of the impression that 
most stories on Nigeria and the 
rest of Africa are bias and racist." 
·Bi ll Reed, 
system," said F. Michael 
Higginbotham, professor of law at 
the University of Baltimore School 
of Law. "However, Africa, in lhc 
arena of international law, has been 
marginally well treated." 
As the program concluded, 
audience members asked panel 
members a ser ies of ·questions 
about the integrity of the 
international community and its 
role in dictating worldwide opinion 
about Afr ica. Panelists urged 
participants to remember that while 
some African coun tries are 
struggling to install democratic 
"Just as there arc Zaire's and 
Nige ria's there arc also South 
Africa's and Namibia 's, said Gerald 
LeMelle, deputy executive director 
for Amnesty International. 
George Ayittcy, American 
Universi ty economics professor, 
offered a critique on the damaging 
affects of the European and Arab 
slave trade. 
!be lll<"'l recent panel provided 
1o-depth I iC\\- of Africa's image 
1:ilc international com mu nit y. 
PutlistS. 11,ho gathered at the 
.ad ~kthodist Building Tuesday 
"We arc of the impression that 
most stories on Nigeria and the rest 
of Africa arc bias and racist." said 
Bill Recd, Black Press 
represe ntati ve and execu tive 
Black Press representative and executive 
director of the National Newspap er 
Publisher's Associa tion. 
One panelist discussed the 
mistreatment of Africans and 
"African Americans have been 
overlooked in the criminal justice 
He also urged the audience to 
read books outlining the effects of 
the East African and Trans-Atlantic 
slave trade. 
Announcement Board Glance Around the World 
"'Winter Ree.ding• 
From Pathfinder Press comes "Episodes of the Cuban Revolutionary War, 
:956-58." Th1s work is Ernesto Che Guevara's account of the military 
:ampalgns and political events that culminated in the January 1959 popular 
:.surrection tha.t overthr ew the dictatorship of Fulgencio Batista in Cuba. 
PaUifinder is located at 1930 18th St., N.W. # 3 (202) 387-2185. 
"'Scholarships"' 
C !be Rot,ary Foundation is offering study-abroad scholarships t.o further 
:llersta.nding of other cultures. Students may apply to study or train in any 
l!llltl'y where Rotary clubs are located. To receive an application, write t.o or 
ill your local Rotary Club. Applicants must have completed at least two yea.rs 
:feducatlon and have been employed in a recognized vocation for at least two 
j!ll'S when the scholarship begins. 
International Pa.ge is l~oking for 
writers. Please contact Patricia 
Hardin at ( 202) 8 06-6866. 
Ankara, Turkey-Nation of Islam Leader Louis 
Farrakhan recently fended off criticism from the 
United States government over his recent meetings 
with Libyan and Iranian leaders. 
At a news conference in Ankara, Farrakhan was 
quoted as saying, " I don't think the leaders that I 
visited are dictators." In addition, Farrakhan said, "I'm 
a free Black man and I can visit anyone anywhere." 
Last Friday the State Department objected to 
remarks made by Farrakhan in Baghdad who said 
Washington's policies were leading to "mass murder" 
of the Iraqi people. Earlier, the Department accused 
Farrakhan of "cavorting with dictators" in Libya and 
Iran. 
Turkish Islamic leader, Nccmenin Erbakan also met 
with Farrakhan. 
Erbakan, who has vowed to loosen NATO member 
Turkey's close tics to the West, was to resume coalition 
talks with conservative leader Mesut Yilmaz on 
Monday. 
Paris, France-French police arrested 24 people 
and seized a cache of arms i!· a string of raids on 
suspected Muslim extremists in Paris yesterday, police 
sources said. 
In the Persan Beaumont, Val d'Oise district near 
Paris, police found 45 shoulder-fi red weapons, 15 
handguns, 15,000 cartridges, explosive powder and 
equipment for changing the caliber of weapons. 
Amman, Jordan- Iraqi President Saddam 
Hussein was recently asked by Iraqi defector Lt. Gen 
Hussein Kamel Hassan if he could return to Iraq. 
"Yes, I have made a direct contact with Baghdad. 
. . I sent a written letter to Mr. President [Saddam 
Hussein) asking to return with my family without pre-
conditions on my side,'' Gen. Hassan said from one 
of King Hussein's palaces in Jordan where he fled last 
August. · 
Kamel Hassan said he docs not fear for his life, · 
although he was branded a traitor when he defected 
and called for the Iraqi leadership to be toppled. 
Mexico City, Mexico-President Ernesto Zcdillo's 
Institutional Revolutionary party claimed victory 
yesterday in town hall and local assembly elections 
in t,vo states but the main opposition party cried foul, 
alleging fraud. 
The Party, known also as the PR!, said it won all 
eight races in the southeastern state of Qunitana Roo 
and 13 of the 15 local deputies for the state assembly, 
according to partial results it released yesterday. 
Celebrafe Spring Brmk In ADJ 
011 ValuJef sun Spofs; 
Whether )'Ou'd rather v.-a1er slcl, sunbathe, Ot 
hang-om at .,, unnamed but weU,known theme parl<, there's 
no better pbcc for Spring Break than Flo<idt. And ValuJe1 
has grt.'2t low f.irtS 10 seven of Florid:l's ho<IC$1 Sun Spoc.s. 
And 10 n121<e thlng.s C:l'en casler, v.ill\)<11\e\'cr requirCS 
a round1np purthase Ot a Sa1unby nigh1 stay. 
c.,I1 r"' rcsel\~ti()clS today. And 
doo 't forgtl your ~unscn.-c11. 
Sprlnd Hrcali Valufarcs 
j.~CJ!SIJNV/11£ I 0/11,;N()() 
~ •1111 $89 
FOKf /Jtl/D£/IJM/.E I MIA Ill 
WEST' P..\J.<f BliAO I $99 
F0/17',t/)'C//S $109 
/ I \ 
1-800-VALUJET 
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"Break yourself." These words, 
which have been popularized 
recently by hip-hop, are what many 
people hear before being robbed. 
Unfortunately, students at Howard 
University have been hearing this 
phrase while becoming victim to 
the recent surge in crime here on 
campus. Crime at Howard has 
become a major concern. Despite 
the addition of the new Blue Light 
System, student_s have been violated 
on many occasions. 
Last week, two male students 
who live in the Howard Plaza 
Towers were walking two females 
to the Bethune Annex. On the 
corner of 6th and Bryant Streets, 
right next to the School of 
Communications, a car pulled up 
next to the students and two men 
jumped out. One of the assailants 
pulled a gun and ordered the 
students to "break yourself." The 
two women fled immediately, 
leaving the two male students to be 
robbed of their wallets, shoes and 
coats- on a snowy, freezing winter 
night. Fortunately no one was hurt, 
but unfortunately these incidents 
are not rare. 
What would have happened if 
the two sisters had walked home 
alone? The assailants could have 
taken more than just money and 
clothes. 
Many times after incidents like 
this one, those who were assaulted 
and sympathizers propose 
reactionary solutions such as 
separating the University from the 
community by building a gate 
around the school. Instead of 
separation, we need a true 
partnership with the community 
where we can work together to 
avoid crime. 
This specific instance of crime 
brings to light a bigger problem on 
Howard University's campus. 
Many students are aware- and it's 
hard to assume the police don't 
know, as well - that there is a drug 
house right across the street from 
where these students were robbed 
last week. The building which 
appears to be an abandoned 
warehouse, is located directly 
behind the closed Howard Hotel 
on Bryant Street. At all times of the 
night, cars stop in front of that 
house, people run up the stairs, take 
care of their business, jump back 
into their cars and then they speed 
away. 
Black people across the country 
know that Howard is not located in 
the best neighborhood, but a crack 
house on campus? 
Anyone who has witnessed 
people entering the building would 
agree that it looks like a scene from 
"New Jack City" right here on the 
campus of the "Mecca." The 
Howard police should be working 
in conjunction with the District 
police to rectify this situation. The 
administration must take a stand 
and demand the building be closed 
off, torn down, or better yet, 
revitalized into a legitimate 
business or residency. 
The safety of Howard students 
and nearby District residents is 
essential. Howard, the community 
and the authorities can no longer 
overlook this huge haven of crime 
right on our campus. 
Black History Month 
slights the rich legacy 
of African Americans 
With only a week left in Black 
History Month, we must ask: Has 
it accomplished its purpose? Did 
the profiles of "Great Black 
Heroes" in between the beer and car 
commercials really teach the world 
about the true history of African 
Americans? 
We have all heard the criticism 
of Black History Month: Why is it 
the shortest month of the year? It 
doesn't probe deep enough into 
Black history. It should be all year. 
The list of complaints goes on and 
on. 
This is all true, but we should 
also take advantage of everything 
we have to improve the condition of 
miseducation and misinformation 
in the Black community. 
The whole notion of Black 
History Month bears witness that 
there is a problem. We never hear 
of "White History Month." That is 
because you get White history in 
school a.II the !lme. It took Car_ter G. 
Woodson to start Negro History 
Week, which evolved into Black 
History Month, to even begin to try 
to bring equality to the teaching of 
Black history in schools and 
through the media. 
But today Black historx is 
handled like what is known as 'zoo 
coverage." This type of coverage 
seems to say this special group 
needs special attention because 
otherwise they are ignored. 
Our history is more in-depth and 
more extensive than any other 
people on this planet. We should 
not be relying on others to give us 
our history, that's why we had to 
establish the month in the first 
place. 
Even with Black faces on the 
nightly news, White producers are 
still putting the words in these 
Black faces' mouths. White 
corporations still pay for the 
promotion of Black history. How 
many of us have seen the "Great 
African Kings and Queens" poster 
Budweiser produces? 
And what has Howard 
University done for Black History 
Month? There was a Million Man 
March photo exhibit at the 
beginning of February, which was 
very nice, but what else? Howard's 
history in itself is so intriguing, we 
could just showcase that. 
Many notable African 
Americans have enriched this 
campus with a tremendous legacy: 
Dr. Carter G. Woodson, creator of 
Negro History Week and author of 
"The Miseducation of the Negro"; 
Sterling Brown, leading scholar and 
poet; Charles Drew, one of the 
greatest doctors of this nation who 
discovered a new blood plasma 
procedure; Alain Locke, the first 
Letter to the E 
Dear Epitor: 
My cousin and I were in line at 
McDonald's last night, when I 
happened to overhear part of a 
conversation between the two 
young ladies ahead of us. 
"I'm a vegetarian. I can't do like 
you .. eating all that dead meat and 
stuff. I like to eat healthy." 
I was intrigued by the young 
lady's apparent conviction, so I 
listened intently as she placed her 
order. "Give me a large fries, two 
apple pies, and a diet Coke," she 
said proudly. 
Well, I _thought to myself, she's_ 
certainly covered the four food 
groups: salt, fat, grease, and sugar. 
With a diet like that, she doesn't 
need meat. She's clogging up her 
arteries just fine without it. 
• av1 
I tell this story not to ridicule or 
make fun of the young lady, but to 
illustrate the danger associated with 
thinking that your diet has 
automatically become healthier just 
because you are no longer chewing 
animal flesh. 
There is abundant and ever-
increasing evidence that a plan-
based diet lowers your risk of 
cardiovascular disease, as well as 
stomach and colon cancers. The 
American Heart Association and 
the U.S. Department of Agriculture 
are but two of the nationally 
recognized organizations 
recommending that fruits, 
vegetables, and whole grains 
dominate in your diet. But along 
with increasing the proportion of 
plant-based foods, they also 
recommended a decrease in your 
-
----
Black Rhodes Scholar; E. Franklin 
Frazier, one of our greatest scholars 
and authors and many more. 
Even today we have students 
who will be at the pinnacle of 
society in the near future and 
current faculty who are living 
history. Haile Gerima, a professor 
in the School of Communications, 
has made one of the most 
penetrating films detailing the lives · 
of slaves on a plantation. Dr. Ronald 
Walters, professor and 
administrator in the Department of 
Political Science, is a leading 
political analyst who has advised 
many high level politicians 
including the President. Al 
Freeman, chairperson of the 
Theater Department in the School 
of Fine Arts, will go down as one 
of the greatest actors of all time, and 
there are many of his colleagues at 
Howard who will share similar 
honors. 
Howard always has been an 
incubator of Black intelligentsia 
and creativity. So we do not even 
have to leave our campus when 
searching for great Black history. 
We need to support and depend on 
our own schools, institutions, and 
media to provide us with our own 
history. When that happens, we will 
no longer need a Bfack History 
Month. 
itor 
intake of salt, fat, and cholesterol. 
In other words, a baked potato is 
one trung; a potato that's been 
sliced, fried in a vat of grease, and 
doused with salt, is another. 
Before acting on the decision to 
become a vegetarian, it might be 
wise to seek guidance from a health 
professional, such as a registered 
dietitian or nutritionist. A 
professional can work with you on 
developing a meat-free eating plan 
that contains all the carbohydrates, 
proteins, vitamins and other 
essential nutrients to meet your 
specific physiological and 
biochemical needs. 
So to the lady at McDonald's, I 
ask, how about garden salad instead 
of those fries? 
Fannye Reece, junior majoring 
in nutritional science 
erat 
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Farrakhan 
stirs 
controversy by 
visiting 'off. 
limit~' nations 
&,,Jonathan Gray 
HILLTOP Columnist 
Once again. Na1ion of Islam 
pdcr Louis Farrakhan is 
iiiroilcd in cont roversy. This 
., !he contro\'ersy s1cms. 1101 
~ 1Jom remarks Farrakhan has 
!lkdl:rin,& his 27-da)\ 15-cou ntry 
nrolAfncaand the Middle Eas1. 
1dispresence as a United S1a1es 
.;iztD in so-ca lled •·pariah' ' 
-
nc U.S. Congress and 1he 
tusury Depar1men1 arc 
ll&lidcring whelhcr 10 bring 
!llllhan in for 1cs1imo ny aboul 
111J1111uct during his lour under 
x ln1crna1ional Econom ic 
fllcgmC)' Powers Act. 
l\c Act designates ccriain 
lli.'ls as "off limi1s" and bans 
.S.citiztns from spending U.S. 
macy or conduc1 ing 
ll!IClions unless 1hey arc g iven 
F9ission by 1he Treasury 
~n1. Ye1, Farrakhan was 
■ tiliring "off limi1s" nations 
d&1S)~1a, Iran, Iraq. Libya and 
~ii as an American. If he 
md 10 do so. he wou ld 1101 
11:bccn gil'en safe passage into 
IIGJJlofthese coun1ries by 1heir 
.'ltlamcn1s. lns1ead. he was 
UKlhose places as the leader 
i I Muslim community tha1 
ptobe in the Uni1ed Stales. 
isd, he should be given the 
>IC allowance an archbishop gllld be given when visi ting 
llills with sizable Chris tian 
~cpartment official 
WasBurnsaccuscd Farrakhan 
l°cllllning with diciators·• and 
:id m trip ·•disgracefu l" and 
llldll." Rep. Peter King ( R-
~id he wants 10 nave 
' 1cs1ify before 1he House 
lallliooal Relations and Human 
ii:llsSubcommittee. 
lk US. government has shown 
:aiuing mtolerancc regarding 
~ tiprcssion of opin ions 
~ 10 be ·•un-Amcrican." 
le government also has 
llilently illustrated bias against 
lllilina1ions. 
~an is under scrutiny for 
lll&ixn na1ions inJ'articular: 
iil.1ligcria. Iran an Iraq. The 
'1.bs long had a contentious 
-hip with Libya and its 
11tr. Col. Moammar Gadhafi. 1111asof1crrorism that Libya ns :! are intended to fig ht 
imperialism. 
~986, Presiden t Ronald 
~appro,-cd 1hc bombing of 
Jja m rc1aliation for terror is t 
~,Since 1988, Libya has 
-!'I two Libyan citizens tha1 
t_lucdS1a1es and 01hcr nations 
Ill blew up Pan Am flight I 03 
IScodand. 
larakiian stated on Jan. 23 1ha1 l'llct brother, Col. Moammar 
~(10] unify Arabs, Muslm.is, 
••nndopprcssed communities 
t.'1terka to play a s1rong role .. 
~rican elections [and] in 
&:>reign pol icy.'' ~ Farrakhan was 1he first 
n invited to a11end 1hc 
ycelcbrat ion oft he 1979 
,,, . This revolution ouslcd 
1:.,~111Stalled, U.S. govcrnment-
'IIIIShah of Iran and replaced 
him wit~ (~c. Ayatollah Khomeini. 
Khomern, insta lled a Mus lim 
theocracy as the mode of 
government, w ith limited roles for 
tnc country's Persian, Azarbaijani 
and Kurdish minor ities. 
In Nigeria, Farrakhan praised 
the hcacl of state, Gen. Sani 
Aoccha. Farrakhan slated tha1 Gen. 
Aoccha should be g iven a chance to 
res tore democracy to Nigeria. 
Abecha a lso nullified a t 993 
general e lection and p laced the 
winner of 1ha t clec1io n, Moshood 
Abiola, in jail in June 1994 after he 
protested the nullifica1ion. While 
Farrakhan did call for Ab io la's 
release , Gen. Abccha has nol 
demonstrated thai he is 1he man 
best sui1cd to rciurn democracy to 
the people o f Nigeria. 
Farrakhan's visi1s 10 Iraq, 
Nigeria, and Libya lend validi1y 10 
1hc cla im of each country 1hat 1hey 
arc progressive and scns,1ive to the 
needs of 1he oppressed, s ince 
Farrakhan symbolizes an oppressed 
group in the U.S. to many people 
domestically and interna1ionally. 
Perhaps Farrakhan is seeking 
a ll iances w i1h Abecha, Hussein, 
and Gadhafi under the premise 1hat 
1hc enemy of my enemy, 1he U.S. 
government, is my friend. 
Perhaps the most produc1ive si1e 
1ha1 Farrakhan chose was his visit 
10 Turkey. Turkey has been 
governed by secular party politics, 
wi1h five lcgi1ima1c poli1ical 
parties, for the las1 73 years. Gen. 
Mus1apha Kamel choose to force a 
civil war in o rder to remove the 
Sullan from power following World 
War I and was christened Ataturk 
(father of the Turks) upon achieving 
victory. Late lasl year, during 1he 
mos1 recent general election, 1he 
Turk ish Islamic Party-which has 
never finished belier than lhird-
won the mos1 seats in Parliamen1. 
This gave the Is lam ic Party control 
of1 hegovernmcnt for the first time 
in seven decades, as well as 1hc 
right 10 name the president. 
Farrakhan met on Sunday w ith 
Necmcllin Erbakan, 1he fs lamic 
party leader who will probably be 
named president. 
In 1he af1ermath or the Million 
Man March, Farrakhan has spoken 
of starling a 1hird pol i1ical parly in 
1he Uni1ed Slates. II is uncertain 
whether 1his 1our was intended 10 
garner in1ernationa l supporl for 
such an effort, as well as link the 
African-Amer ican, Arab-
American, and Muslim 
communities toge1her in America. 
As for the U.S. government, their 
stake in this is clear. Is lam as a 
rel igion is apathetic, yet sometimes 
openly hostile, 10 1he workings of 
g lobal capi ta lism. In addi tio n, 
counirics such as Nigeria, Iran and 
Iraq control crucial supplies ofoil. 
·G loba l capitalism, 10 which the 
U.S. economy is wedded, relies on 
1hc resources 1hat 1hc Islamic 
na tions con1rol. If these countries 
were adhered to democrat ic 
pr inciples and the market eC0!]Om)\ 
11 wou ld ensure the contmuea 
global economic dominance of the 
Uni1ed States. 
His1orically, whenev~r _ Is lamic 
na1ions come 1ogether, 11 ,s ra rely 
good for U.S. in1ercs1s, as in the 
OPEC o il embargoes of the '70s. 
By keeping the concerns o f 
Farrak han distinct from the 
concerns of other Afr ic?n and 
Is lamic S1a1es, 1he I.!·?· 1s on!y 
prac1icing "good" poht,cs. II will 
be in1eres t1ng 10 note whether 
Farrakhan points 1his out upon his 
return 10 the Slates. 
We will all know for sure when 
Farrakhan holds a pr~ss co_nfcrence 
at his headquar1ers m Chicago o_n 
Sunday Feb. 25, 10 "answer his 
crilics.'1 On Feb. 25, the eyes of the 
coun1ry w}I I o nce agai n be focused 
upon Louis Farrakfian. 
xpress yourself: 
write a 
perspective. 
contact David 
ither at 806~6866 
at the Hilltop 
ice in the West 
Towers. 
Black W"ODJ.en overpopulate 
jails, too 
Dr. Earl Ofari Hutchinson 
Some yea rs ago, I briefly 
worked as a socia l worker. 
Occasionally, I would visit clients 
in jail to de term ine their e ligibility 
for continued benefits. They all 
were men- with o ne exception. 
She was a you ng Black woman 
serving lime for theft . She had 
two small children. 
She enlcrcd the visi1ing room 
handcuffed to another woman and 
dressed in drab prison garb. We 
talked thro ugh a reinforced g lass 
window. The g uards s tared hard 
and barked out g ruff commands 10 
the women. 
The idea of a woman in p rison 
was a novelty to me 1hen. II isn' I 
today. The number of women 
arrest ed for se r ious felon ies 
leaped from 12,331 in 1960 to 
62,936 in 1992. Since 1992, the 
perce n1 o f women imprisoned 
soared 275 percent, nearly 
doubl in~ the percentage increase 
of men Jailed. 
Black women have been hit 
the hardest. More a rc now behind 
bars than at any time in 
American his tory. T hey fill jails 
in g reater percentages than Black 
men and are seven ti mes more 
like ly to be imprisoned 1han 
White women. 
Yet, many Americans s 1ill 
believe 1ha1 mos1 ly men, 
especially Black men, arc locked 
up . The media con t inuall y 
reminds the public tha1 one ou1 of 
three young Black men arc in 
prison, o n proba ti on o r parole. 
They make up half of 1hc prison 
popu lation in America. I coun1ed 
near ly 100 fea1urc art ic les in 
major me1ropolitan newspapers 
between 1992 and 1995 on 1he 
pli$hl of young Black males in or 
facmg prison. 
During the same period, there 
were three articles on women in 
prison and no ne speci fically o n 
Black women in prison. 
Black wo men have a lmost 
s ingle-handedly expanded the 
gender end of the prison-induslrial 
complex. From 1930 to I 950, five 
women 's prisons were buih 
nationally. Dur ing the 1980s, 34 
were bu ilt. Even lhis hasn't kept 
pace with the swelling number or 
women prisoners. 
A cen1ury ago, researchers 
claimed that c riminally inclined 
women had enlarged craniums, 
malformed bones or were na1ural 
sexual deviants. Today we laugh al 
1his, bu1 some ex perts s till 
propagate myths abou l women 
movement were largely geared 
toward middle-class, business and 
professional advancement. Poor 
Black women ga ined l itlle; 
middle-class women, White and 
Black, gained the most from this. 
Also, more than 80 percent of 
women pr isoners have ch ildren 
(nine percent g ive birlh while in 
prison). These women did not 
rejec1 traditio nal family rcla1ions. 
They and their chi ldren were 
rcjec1ed by husbands and lovers. 
More Black women are behind 
bars for these reasons: 
Crime and ha rd punishment-
One out of three crimes 
More [Black women] are now 
behind bars than at any time in 
American history. They fill jails in 
greater percentages than Black 
men and are seven times more 
likely to be imprisoned than White 
women. 
and c rime. 
It is a myth that women commit 
vio lcn1 cri mes fo r the same 
reasons that men do. Women arc 
less likely 1han men 10 assault or 
murder s1rangc rs while 
commiuing crimes. Two-thirds of 
the women jailed assauhcd or 
killed relat ives or intimates. Their 
victims were often spouses, lovers 
or boyfriends. In many cases, they 
commi1tcd viole nce defending 
themselves aga ins1 sexual or 
physical abuse. 
• · It is a myth 1hat the women's 
movcmcn1 c ncourascd 
assertiveness and com pel it ,on 
amoni; women, which weakened 
traditional famil y values. The 
majority of Black women jailed 
arc poor, lack cduca1ion and job 
skilfs. The goals of the women's 
commilled by women a re drug 
rcla1cd . Many s tate and federa l 
sentencing laws mandate 
minimum scnicnces for a ll drug 
offenders. This virtually 
e limina1cs the op1ion of referring 
non-violent, first lime offenders to 
increasingly scarce, financially 
s trapped dru g trcatmen1, 
counse ling and educa tio n 
programs. Stiffer punishmen t for 
Black coca ine users than White 
users will ensure that more Black 
women land in prison. 
The femi nization of poverty-
More than one out of 1hc three 
women have incomes below the 
poverty level. One out of seven arc 
unemployed. One oul of two are 
s ing le parenls. One ou1 of three 
arc employed in low-wage, semi-
or unskilled service jobs. One qut 
of three did nol complete high 
school. 
T he racia l stereoly ping o f 
Black women- Black men a rc 
"med ia-typed" as violent, drug 
dealing "gangs1as." Black women 
arc 1ypcd as sexually loose, 
connivmg, un1rustworthy, welfare 
queens. Many of 1he mostly 
midd le-class Judges and jurors 
believe Black women offenders 
are menaces to socie1y, 100. 
T he quantum leap in Black 
women behind bars has wreaked 
severe damage on Black famil y 
rela1ions. Their 167,000 children 
are raised by grandparents, or 
warehoused m foster homes and 
institutions. The ch ildren a re 
frequently denied visits because 
1he mo1hcrs arc deemed " unfit .'' 
This prevents mothers from 
deve loping parenling and 
nurturing s kil ls and deeply 
disrupts 1he parent-chi ld bond. 
Many children of imprisoned 
women drif1 into del inquency, 
gangs and drug use. This 
perpetuates the vicious cycle of 
poverty, crime and violence. There 
are many cases where parents and 
grandparen1s are imprisoned. The 
Justice Department in 199 1 
reponcd 1ha1 37 percent of 
inma tes had one rela tive 
incarcerated. 
Congress elimina ted an $8 
million p ilot project in wh ich 
children under age six could live 
with a male o r female non-violent 
primary caregive r in specia l 
prisons. Wi1h the public locked in 
a harsh puni shment v ise, 
l?.wmakcrs will not inc rease 
funding for job !raining sk ills, 
drug 1rea1 mcn1, educatio n, child 
care and health, and parenting 
skills programs. Bui fund ing 
these kmds or programs is s1ill the 
best way to keep more Black 
women from winding up behind 
bars. 
The writer is a renowned 
author a11d syndicated co/1111111is t. 
Lack of com.munication clouds 
elections process 
Waladeen Norwood 
the Jan. 19 edition of The Hilltop. Then she said, basically affirms a lack of communication 
"We used wha1evcr communication we deemed between Howard students, student leaders and 
necessary." 1he administration. This has been a problem a1 
Af1er checking her assertion, I located 1he Howard for al lcas11he 1hrce years I've been here. 
Imagine this: you return from the winter election notification in a small ad in The Hilltop It also shows 1he "smoke screen" efforts of 1he 
break 1,>repared to deal with 1hes1ressful process and a small flyer on the Howard Universi1y election committee to lessen 1hc compelition for 
of gellmg validated. After getting validated with Student Assembly bulletin board. Unfortunately, the candidates who are in Howard 's Good 0 1' 
the usual unnecessary hassle, you bet:in 10 think 1101 every Howard studcnl reads The Hilhop or Boy system. 
of ways you can improve the rcgistrallon process has 1ime 10 hang out in from of 1he HUSA Missing th e deadline allowed pul this 
and the University as ·a whole. You decode that office. I, however, read The Hilltop regularly and communica1ion problem into perspcc1ive for 
the best way 10 make a difference is 10 run for a me. Many or us hear about speakers 
student government posi1ion. You --------------------------- like Maya Angelou or Dr. Benjamin 
then rush to lhe Blackburn Cen1er When it comes to something as Chavis coming 10 campus aflcr the 
to 1,>ick up pe titions. , event. We learn of forums dealing 
''Excuse me, mav I have a ;mportant as the otudent government with someth ing we arc directly 
candidate pe ti1ion,'• you ask " · ' · affected by, like the new Universi1y 
exci tedly, expec1ing the student p etitioning process and elections, food court, five minu1es before II 
behind the desk to look into her starts. This probably will not be the 
drawer and pull OUI lhe pctil)ons. there should be no reason for students last time that I return from a class 
Instead, the student says w11h a break 10 find my phone disconnected 
slighl a1ti1ude, "The petitions were to be unaware because of poor wilh no prior warning. 
due on Monday and today is II seems tha1 the only 1ime that I 
Wednesday." advertisement. Notices should be hear anything from 1he Sludcnt leaders 
"How can 1ha1 be?" you ask, and adminis1ra1ion tha1 deals with 1he 
"This is the lhird week of classes everywhere. students is when they talk aboul how 
and s tud ents are s1ill gelling apalhe tic s1udents are and th e ir 
validated. T here were no flyers, no I do not remember seeing that e lec1ion ad disio1eres1 with lhc campus activilics. 
announcemenls, no nothing." because ii was so small and obscure. If the means of communica1ion were geared 
Can you pic ture that? f can, because that's When i1 comes to some1hing as important as to reach the varied lifestyles o f all Howard 
exactly what happened to me. the s1udcnt government pctilioning process and students before the events occurcd, s tudents 
After lhal experience I was a little upse1, but e lcc1ions, there should be no reason for studenls would seem a less apa1hetic and become a 101 
ii turned in10 anger after I 1alked wi1 h an to be unaware because of poor advertisement. more involved. 
executive member of lhe General Assembly No1iccs should be everywhere. 
Elections Commillee. This member insisted thal The facl thal many HU students were unaware 
the e lections petition deadline was public ized in that the pre-elections process had begun 
The writer is a junior in the School of 
E11gi11eeri11g. 
Are you your brother's keeper? 
Tamika L S mith 
In the lime it will take for you to read lhis 
paragraph, thousands of $Un shots will ring out 
around 1he country and 11 is highly like ly lhat 
fif1y percent of the lives these bullets will claim 
will E>e those of young Black males. 
matured into men, and ahhough they cxis1cd, 
they never "lived." · 
I am tired of going to funerals resuhing from 
inner-city violence. ram bored of wearing black 
and "wa1ching my back." My eyes are bl ind to 
the white chalk ou1lining bodies on the s1ree1 
corners and the yellow tape that says, "Police 
line. Do not cross." My cars are clogged wi1h 
tri1e phrases such as, "suspect was lasl seen," and 
I think of all the fiancees who never married. 
The children 1ha1 were never made. T he 
possibilities that were never realized and the 
dreams 1ha1 arc now memories. 
It makes you angry when you are called a 
" nigger.'' It makes you angry when you cannot 
get a job because of the cQlor of your skin . It 
makes you angry when your home and 
community is flooded with crime, corruption 
Ripped from their prime, torn from their potential and shot like . 
animals, many young Black males are not making 
Maybe someone you knew has been affec1ed 
by gun violence. Maybe you do not, but surely 
you have heard tl1c statistics, surely you have 
shed the tears, and surely you understand the 
fears. 
Ripped from their prime, lorn from their 
potential and shot like animals, many young 
Black males are 1101 making it to see 30 years of 
age. 
Usually, they never married, lhey never fully 
it to see 30 years of age. 
"the victim was in the wrong place at 1he wrong 
time." 
The street's cup runneth over daily with Black 
blood, while so many 1hirst for lhe gun fire to 
cease. 
In our ill society, t.his epidemic of violence has 
spread like chiclien pox and I live every day 
wondering who will 1:ie next. Sadly, I realize 1ha1 
it could very well be me or my brothers, my 
uncles, my future child, or my potential husband. 
and crack. And it makes you angry when you s~e . 
pictures of your ancestors hangmg from trees m 
his tory books. So why arc you nol angry when 
1he mos1 precious thing in the world, tlle Black 
man, is being taken from you? 
Ask yourself, "Am I my brolher's keeper?" 
Then reply, "Yes, 1 am." 
11,e writer is a sophomore in the School of 
Comm1111icatio11s. 
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Is sponsoring 
a trip to the 
SECOND ANNUAL 
ESSENCE 
MUSIC FESTIVAL 
NEW ORLEANS, . 
LOUSIANA 
(JULY 4-8, 1996) 
FOR FURTHER INFO. 
HUGH @ 202-882-8931 
School of Business 
Company 
Expo-Day 
Receive lnfor1nation 
on 
JE lMl [f) 0 ® 1 !Nil@ ml rt 
COJ ff) ff)® rr rt M ml fJ, rt fJ, <e ~ 
JJ mlrt@rrml~ !Jafl[f)~ 
:£ re !Ja ® 0 rm rr ~ !la fJ, [f) 
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• • 
Blackbum Center, 
Reading Lounge 
12:00p.m. - 4:00p.tn. 
Free -Give-A-Ways 
and 
Door Prizes 
THE HILLTOP February 
-
toll-free. 
Tax questions? Call TeleTax for recorded information 
on about 150 tax topics, 24 how·s a day. 
~~l\\ Department of the Treasury i&/JI Internal Revenue Service . 
hllp://www.usl reas.gov 
The Na~ional Healt h 
Service Corps 
(NHSC) offers 
exceptional 
opportunities to 
NAT IONAL 
.H EA LTII 
S ER VI CE 
COR P S 
students who are committed 
to serving America's 
m edically underserve d. 
EXTERNSHIPS 
FELLOWSHIP. OF PRIMARY CARE 
H EALTH P ROFESSIONALS 
Train with interdisciplinary 
teams and acquire the skills tc 
provide culturally competent 
care. Most offer stipends. 
SCHOLARSHIPS . 
NHSC SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM 
Receive tuition plus expenses 
and monthly stipends in 
exchange for service at' an 
NHSC site where you are 
most needed. Scholarship 
program is highly competitive 
Minimum service commitmen: 
is two years. 
Medical, nurse practitioner, 
physician assistant and certi• 
fled nurse-midwifery student! 
who are committed to servin; 
in health professional shortage 
areas are en.couraged to apply 
T HE N ATIONAL H EALTH SERVICE CORPS IS A PROCRAH OF THE FEDERAL H EALTH RESOURCES ANO SERVICES ADHINIS TRt,1 :. · 
BUREAU OF PRIMARY HEALTH C ARE 
f 
rr23· 1996 
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Go Greyhound 
and leave the driving to LIS. 
No More Cab Fares 
to the Bus Station 
New York City 
Newark, N. J. 
$22.00 One "Way 
$22.00 One "Way 
ound Trip: NYC & Newark 
TIME SCHEDULE: 
$39.00 
Howard University-4:10 p.m. Leaves Shuttle Bus Stop 
8:10 p.m. Arrival in Newark(Penn Station) 
8:45 p.m. Arrival in New York(Port Authority) 
New York- 3:45 p.m. Leaves New Vork(Port Authority) 
4:20 p.m. Leaves Newark(Penn Station) 
8:20 p.m. Arrives at Shuttle Bus Stop 
** All State Clubs are urged to participate, some restrictions apply. 
IF YOU MISSED THE BUS, YOU CAN USE THE TICKET AT THE 
GREYHOUND BUS STATION. 
SPECIAL PURCHASES ONLY: 
A11 
0ES NOT INCLUDE DIRECT BUS SERVICE AND CUSTOMERS MUST GO TO 
GREYHOUND BUS STATION: 
PLACE 
Alban.y, Ny 
Boston., lVla 
Bu.:f:falo, Ny 
Charlotte, Ne 
Clevela:n.d, Oh 
Detroit, lVli 
Philadelphia, Pa 
Raleigh, Ne 
R.ichhio:n.d, Va 
State College, Pa 
ONE WAY 
$38 
$3~ 
$51 
$62 
$47 
$62 
$14 
$35 
$14 
$29 
ROUNDTRIP 
$75 
$69 
$89 
$119 
$89 
$119 
$25 
$69 
$25 
$49 
To get: schedule for dep/arr times, please call 
1800-231-2222. 
he Greyhound Representative will be .at the Campus Store 
EVERY FRIDAY from12 P.M. to 4 P.M. to sell Tickets 
or General In.fonna.tion call the Office of Student Act;ivities at 806-7003. Schedules of return trips can be 
. . 
eked up from the Office of Student Activities and Crarn~n Auditoriwn. No price restrictions on scbeduies 
d tickets can be used for any Greyhound schedule leaving New York or Newark. 
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In search of help: 
H isn't always easy 
- BY. Adrienne Carthon 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
t1C011junction with this week's article on 
pgde, I decided to investigate some of the 
JJllJ8S that a suicidal person might take in 
,ardlolhelp. Thank God I wasn't really sui-
d Had that been the case, I might have 
_, motiVated to pull the trigger, slit my 
n:s, 01 jump from a build ing. 
lhefilst thing I did was search for a hot-
r1il tile telephone book. I looked in the 
,rtwl1ere the important numbers are sup-
-' to be located. No hotline. I looked in 
11Je10Wpages. No hotline. Not even a sub-
,..ig t:Jr suicide. I checked out the white 
:iges and found one listing. The Arlington 
iJCide Hotline. We'll get back to them later. 
lllere's usually a 1-800 number for every-
!Wljisn1 there? Well, that's what I thought. 
red t-800-SUICIDE just to see if it would 
al:. Wld the automated voice at the other 
Aid the line informed me that the number 
:,ilnot be reached from my calling area. 
All, lhat, I called the Howard University 
wiswrtch board and requested the num-
sb a hoUine. They put me on hold and 
1111back to tell me that they didn't have a 
a. They then transferred me to the hos-
• Hollard University Hospital. Their mis-
11111 to assist those in need of medical 
'lll,orso I thought. Whoever answered the 
11111eanswered my request for the number 
usuicide hotline by saying, •oooh, we 
11llt1Ml one of those. Maybe you should 
1411." 
El:use me, but don't they have a psychi-
1uard? I should hope that someone in 
illiling has had some training as to how 
~"'1,tat,/ suicidal people should be han-
\lll ling a person hell-bent on committing 
llide to 'try 411" is not the proper way to 
1')1lenl. 
Cling from a campus phone, 4 11 cannot 
1!8:hed without a security code, which I 
111111 have because I live off-campus. 
1Mln forbid that I'd ever become suicidal 
• on campus and I'm not near a pay 
• rm not trying to make light of the sub-
ltl'm just trying to illustrate how frustrat-
•1131 be when you're looking for help that 
•tlespefately need. 
"'8rall else failed, I called the only listed 
lte in the telephone book. So now we 
lllllotheArlington Suicide Hotline where 
ll'Clot," the voice on the other end of the 
. ariewho was supposed to help me. For 
~ of good journalism, I posed as 
who was not extremely suicidal, 
.__, just needed someone to talk to. 
lhbegan the conversation by asking me 
llwas going on in my life and encourag-
1111810 lalk about it. I recognized his tac-
ti a strategy to keep me on the phone 
ilnydealhly desire had passed. And had 
U, been in need of help, it might have 
lllld. He sounded like a fatherly figure in 
lid- to late fifties and he seemed very 
--• I wailed about all that had driven me 
~depths of depression, Clint tried to help 
l1art outmy emotions and I easily tired of 
1111empts. I just did not want to hear that 
ll0Uld soon get better, so I began to 
~ with whatever he said, just so I could 
Jlll lhe phone. It worked. 
Ille! me go, assuring me that I could call 
111r time and someone should be there. 
Clllien I thought I'd found one organiza-
9-1 might be able to help a distraught 
~
Ill.Clint told me they were short-staffed. If 
ti1't get it, that meant that someone 
be there, but there was a s light 
that a desperate caller might not get 
SOUi. How's that for a beacon? 
not trying to come to any dramatic con-
' ~ because I trust that an intelligent 
can draw his/her own from this 
ing discourse on the lack of acces-
,-help (I don't deny that there is help) for 
.. SUffering from mental duress. 
lo!it. H you're thinking about taking your 
call your least dependable fair-
friend or someone with a part-time 
to meeting your needs. Call a min-
friend, or a family member who's in 
Shape than you are. After all, "A frie~d 
at all times, but a brother is born for 
• 
' . I • ' I 
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Glad tobe 
alive! 
Survivors of suicidal attempts 
reveal why they once chose to end 
their lives 
By Rashida Syed and 
Adrienne Carthon 
Have you ever felt that life was hopeless and 
everytlu ng around you was darkened by 
despair? Have you ever wanted to reach out for 
help from those around you, but refrained 
because of aii empty feeling that seemed to 
engulf you and made you feel all alone? 
Everyone bas fell depressed at some point 
and time in his/ber life, but some have been 
depressed to the extent that they wanted to take 
their own lives. 
Candy Edwards• tr ied to end her l ife at the 
tender age of eleven. " I was young. There had 
been a b1& change in my lire and I wasn't ready 
to handle 11. My-l itt le sister was born and I was 
no longer getting attention from my mother," 
sa id Edwards. 
No longer feel ing needed or loved. Edwards 
tried to sin her wrists. Fortunately. she did not 
know what she was doing and 11\e cut wasn't 
deer, enough to harm her seriously. 
• My mom never found out about it. I had a 
scar on my wrist, but it wasn't really that big 
and I covered it with my watch," said Edwards. 
She dealt with the transition of becoming a 
big sister by talking with a friend of the same 
age who had tried 10 commit su icide because 
her parents were gett ing a divorce. Since 
Edwards had already gone through the trauma 
of a divorce and her fnend had already become 
a big sister, they "became each others support 
base.'' 
Toda)\ Edwards, a junior marketing major, 
copes w ith her problems a lot differently. "I 
realize that God wi ll never giv~ me more than 
I can handle and I draw my strength from my 
family, mx friends, and my fu ture," said 
Edwards. ' I don't take things as ser iously. 1 've 
learned to laugh al life a nil that's what helps 
me." 
Elizabeth Lofgren of Suic ide 
Awareness/Voices of Education (SAVE) says 
that there are several signs 10 watch for in a per-
son who is considering suicide. Accord ing to 
l..of&ren, suicidal behavior runs on a continu-
um. 'There is a long process during which sui-
cida l people try various ways to reduce their 
profound emotional pain." 
Some of the major signs, says Lofgren, are 
deepening depress,o~, an_d a sudden eleva!ed 
mood. A person experiencing a deep depression 
may often be uncommunicative, wi thdrawn, 
and al a ri sk for commilling suicide. A 
depressed, su icidal person display ing a sudden 
elevated mood, says Lofgren, may suddenly 
appear better after 1hey have made a decision 
10 end life. as if a burden has been lifted. She 
also cites that a potentially suicidal person may 
begin making final arrangements, presuicidal 
statements. and begin taking risks or display-
ing self-destruct ive behavior. 
Joey Starr• is glad to be alive to tell his story 
today, but ten years ag_o, he had decided that he 
no longer wanted to live. 
At 1!1e age of 15, he was experiencing prob-. 
Did You K now'! 
' 
lems at home, and problems with bis friends 
and girlfriend. But, according lo Starr, the main 
problems stemmed from the physical and men-
tal abuse he was receiving at the hands of his 
mother and father. "It seemed like nobody liked 
me. Nothing was going right, and I seemed to 
be hurting ihc people who did love me," said 
the now :f6 year-old Starr. 
"l was reeling helpless and unwanted, like I 
should never have been born,'' Starr said. " I was 
convinced that the only person I needed was 
me. But, the world is a lonely place by your-
self." 
The mistreatment he received, in addition to 
St~r:'s feelings of despair eventually led to his 
smc1de attempt. Starr swallowed several pre-
scription pills and an entire box of Vivann, a 
drug used to ward off drowsiness. Then he 
began making phone calls to friends, tell ing 
them g~dbyc and thanking them for being 
good friends. 
Starr recalls spells of blacking oul before he 
finally woke up. "They had pumped my stom-
ach already and were making me drink a mix-
lure of charcoal and water to get me to th row 
up the rest of tbe drugs." 
Afterwards, Starr was sent 10 the psychiatric 
ward where he briefly shared a room with a guy 
who had sl iced his own face up. Starr rcsiacd 
in the psychiatric ward for two weeks. "I didn't 
talk to anyone for an entire week. I was 
depressed, but I wasn't thinking about me. I was 
thinking about the people I hurt before and after 
doing it [attempting su icide]," he said. 
Starr istcncd to the stories of other patients 
and, he said, "realized that my problems weren't 
so bad.'' By the second week, Starr began to 
open up. " I started talking and I saw that I was 
helping other people 10 open up," Starr said. 
Later, when Starr was sent to a few foster 
homes, he became ironically thankful that his 
si1ua1ion at home was not as severe as other~ 
that he encountered. " I met a kid who's moth-
er wanted him to be a girl, and she wou ld send 
him to school in girl's clothing," he said. "At 
first I thought 'at l east his mother wants him,' 
but I realized again that my situation was nq1 
that bad." 
After his hospital stay, Starr felt "mentally 
refreshed." " I realized that nothing or no one 
was worth killin& yourself for. I knew I would 
never do it again,' he said. 
I f you know of someone who is thinking of 
committing suicide, Lofgren's advice is to take 
all the potential warning signs seriously. "Ask 
'l\rc you thinking of suicide'?' Contrary 10 pop-
ular belie~ you aren't putting ideas into this per-
son's head. You need to assess how likely a sui-
cide attempt may be," Lofgren stated. 
She added,"Tuke charge. Don't worry about 
invading someone's privacy even though they 
try to get you to promise secrecy. This ,snot a 
test offriendship, but a cry for help. Don't leave 
it up to them to get help oo their own. Sec that 
arrangements are made for professional evalu-
ation and treatment" 
. •names have been changed to protect iden-
uty 
~factions 
One student shares 
his life threatening 
• experience 
"How do you feel today Paul?" 
"I'm fine." 
"Paul, I want to talk to you about your act." 
"OK" 
" Pau l, you're in school here at Howard, correct?" 
"Yes, sir." 
"I understand that you arc graduating this year, correct?" 
"OH, YES!" . 
"11:11 me Paul, Why do you think you arc here?" 
B1 
"We'll I guess, rather, I know it's because I. . . um . . . tried 10 kill 
myself." 
"No, Paul I know that, why do you really think you're here?" 
"We'll I guess, rather, I know it's because I. .. um ... tried to kill 
myself." 
"No, Paul I know that, why do you really think you're here." 
"Sir, to be honest, I 've been trying 10 figure that out since I got 
here." 
Ociober 8, 1995 is a date in my life I will never forget. I t was the 
day that no one had lhe right answers. It was the day when words 
of encouragement weren't.enough. It was the day hope fell prey to 
despair. It was the day I tncd to end my life. 
They cl~i6ed my a_ct as a "suicidal gesture.'' 1 supposed that 
means that 11 was not quite severe enough to call an attempt but not 
small enough 10 write off, either. Whatever the case, I kn~w that I 
did something that I never thought I was capable of, simply because 
I couldn't hold on,- It's funny; when you arc feeling depressed, sad, 
,~hatevcr. everything seems hke a problem. I was walking up Geor-
gia Avenue one day and some D.C. kids said something about my 
t-shirt. At this point, I cannot even remember what it was that was 
said, but whatever it was, it hurt my feelings so much, I went home 
and changed my shirt. It never dawned on me until recently how 
much I liked that shirt, but more importantly how bad I felt about 
mysel f. I was diag~oscd with acute depression. Basically, that 
means every five minutes, I was sad about something. I f it wasn't 
the loss of my girlfriend, then it was the fact that I had no money. 
If it wasn't that my jeans were dirty, it was because I needed a hair-
cut All of 1hese trivial things point out one simple fact: deep down 
inside, where it counted the most, I hated myself. 
In the beginning I thought, "Why is this happening to me? My 
grades arc pre11y decent, except for French Ill. I 've never hurl any-
one. All my life I 've tried 10 do the right things; 1 know I 've made 
some bad decisions here and there, but overall I 've been a good Black 
man. Why?" Never once did ii dawn on me how much over the past 
five years I had criticized myself. How much I had held back from 
participating in activities because I was afraid of failure. How much 
I relied on others for my happiness. How much I lived to make oth-
ers happy and not myself. How much pressure I put Oil myself if I 
didn't do well at something. The list goes on and on. There were 
times that I would sit in my room all day watching the walls, think-
ing about my "problems,'' but it never dawned on me how much I 
had going for me. TI1at I was the only potential college graduate in 
my family; that a Fortune 10 company had asked me 10 work for 
them for the past three summers; that I was volunteering in my fos-
ter care agency, none of this mattered, because to me, all of this was 
luck. Pure luck. 
_October 8, 1995, I awoke to the usual feeling. A dull, numbing 
pam m my chest. Once agam, my " problems" began to play like a 
tape in my mind. I thought about my last argument with my girl-
friend and what I wished I had said. I thought about how I didn't 
study for my French Ill exam and how I was certain to fail. I thought 
about how I was going to pay rent. Finally, l decided I had had 
enough. · 
I called my mother j ust to tell her how much I loved her. I never 
mentioned that I was losing hold on my life. I went to my friend's 
house, asked her for one Advil, and stole twenty-five. Afterwards, 
I went back to my room. The room that I sat and cried in. The room 
that knew my grief better than I did. I went back to that room, and 
swallowed 25 Advi ls and washed them down gradually with lime 
Kool-Aid. 
This was the easiest way, I thought. 11 was a lot less painful than· 
sliuing my wrists or j umping off a roof. The Advil tasted l ike candy. 
It was the perfect solution to end the pain. However, immediately 
afterwards, I knew that I did not want to die. That's when ii all 
dawned on me what I always knew, but was 100 insecure with myself 
to internalize. That I was a special man. That someone had brought 
me this far and aided me to do so much good in life that no matter 
what my "problems" were, that same someone would surely see me 
through them. I thought about my foster mother and my biological 
mother and about what my death would do to them. I thought about 
my dreams and goals and bow much of a difference I wanted to make 
i11 chis life1ime. I remembered a quote from a pastor who spoke at 
Rankin Chapel who said, "You've got to learn to stand hurt." And 
from there, the rest was easy. 
"Toll me Paul, what have you learned from all this." 
"TI1e biggest lesson J learned, is that l never want to go through 
having my stomach pumped again." 
Author wishes to remain anonymous 
4. "People who commit suicide are people who were 
unwilling to seek help." 
Of the millions of Americans who suffer from 
depression in any given year, 80% can be effccl ivcly 
treated but only 30% seek help. Of those that seek 
help, slightly more than half are accurately diag-
nosed.and receive approprinte treatment. 
Every year, 30.000 suicide deaths occur nalionally. 
• The # I cause of su icidc is untreated depression. 
Most suicidal people arc not psychotic or insane. They 
arc usually upset, grief-stricken, depressed or dis-
pnring. However, even extreme distress and emo-
tional pain arc not necessarily signs of mental ill -
ness. 
NOT TRUE 
Studies of suicide victims have shown that more than 
half had sought medical help within six month 
before their deaths. 
0 1111110 11 Misconceptions About Suicide 
1. " People who talk about su icide won't really do it.'' 
NOT TRUE 
1 most everyone who commits or a11empts suicide has 
iven some clue or warn in . Do not i nore suicide 
3. " I f a person is determined 10 kill him/herself, nothing 
is going 10 stop him/her.'' 
NOTTRUE 
Even the most severely depressed person has mixed feel-
ings about death and these feelings usually last up 
until the ver last moment when the erson decides 
5. "Thlking about suicide may give someone the idea." 
NOT TRUE 
You don't give a suicidal person morbid ideas by talking 
about su icide. The opposilc is true-bringing up the 
subject of suicide and discussing it open ly is one of 
the most hel ful thin s ou can do . 
B2 THE HILLTOP 
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Hovvard student on th e run"Way to success 
students. S he was feat ured as 
Miss June, ornate ly draped in 
garb reminiscen t of the 
motherland. 
Sims moved on to step two of 
her career when she ente red a 
contest for "Hype Hair" 
magazine. Once again, fate was 
on her side and she was chosen as 
one of four finalists to go lo New 
York, do a layout and compete for 
a scholarship. 
" It's kind of something tha t 
just happened . The first tfii ng I 
ever did was as a freshman and I 
realized !that] I could take good 
pictures. i just d id it for the extra 
money. A lot of th ings I have 
done have been through word o( 
mouth," S ims said. 
Sims' experience in New York 
was more than memorable; she 
met some of New York's rich and 
famous and learned from some of 
the modeling industry's best. She 
posed for layouts wi th celebri ti es 
and toured w ith them while also 
doi ng a few photo shoots on her 
own. 
Party i ng with the likes of 
Crpress Hil l, Mad Lion, 01' 
Dirty Bastard, Grand Pubah, 
Coolio, and Yo Yo, didn' t leave 
S ims too exhausted to meet with 
actresses Toukic Smith ('"227") 
and Vera Moore. 
S he showed us sonic tear sheets 
of I man when she f i rsl [go t 
started]," Sims recalled . 
Although t he g litz and 
glamour treatment was nice, Sims 
knows tha t modeli ng is no t 
something she wants to make a 
career of. 
" Being down there, I learned a 
lot about the industry. They tr ied 
to teach us about being a Black 
female in the industry. ll made me 
rea lize this is not something I 
want to do for my whole life," 
said Sims. ·'H's nice for now. ll 
has allowed me a lot of 
opportunities I might not have 
had." 
Even though modeling is just 
one phase of Sims' l ife, she 
recogn izes it as a stepping stone 
to other thi ngs she may wa nt to 
do. " ll has allowed me to meet a 
lot of people tha t cou ld possibly 
help me in the fu ture," she said. 
Sims doesn' t want to 
discourase others from pursuing 
a modehng career, but she is 
realist ic. "If you're thinking about 
pursui ng [modeling] as a ca reer, 
you've gotta have something 
serious go ing on, something 
inside of you. Out of all the 
wo men that pursue it, one ou t of 
one hundred actua ll y make it," 
she said . 
somebody else's hands," she said. 
Unlike many in the industry, 
Sims is not concerned abou t her 
weight fo r the sake of an image. 
" I didn't start worryi ng about 
weight unti l the second semester 
of my sophomore year when 
med ical problems caused me to 
gai n weight," said Sims. 
S ims ci tes gene tic hea lt h 
problems as the motiva tion to 
keep her we ight in check. ·•1 
could not see myself getting fat, 
l 'd have to stop and see what was 
going on in my mind. I care about 
myself too much 10 let myself go 
like that," she said. However, she 
said she loves food too much to 
be "one of those diet fanatics." 
Sims is basica ll y pre!ty 
grounded desp ite the hype 
surrounding her. And althouj;h 
she isn't going to mode l full time, 
she wants othe rs to sincerely 
understand what the industry is 
li ke. ' 
" Black women are very 
beautifu l; we have a lot goi ng for 
us. Black wome n tend 10 be most 
impress ive of all on the 
[However], cosmetic 
are like the biggest lhinga
111 
can do and it's very~ 
Black woman to get 
even now there have only 
few and it's basically 
indus try is racist. Q 
understand that and tab 
str ide and don' t let it gt1 
of you it can be an a 
T here arc not a whole 
peop le who can profit 
looks," sa id Sims. 
And profit she will~ 
Sims just signed witb 
Models, an up and com· 
modeli ng agency locat 
Wash ington. S he decided; 
wi th a smaller agency to 
pressures and demandsaf 
ones. 
Havi ng recently dooea 
s hoot with Jet and 
photographer, Phil Col· 
1s in the process of s 
pictures to Jet magazine, 
for her face at a mag · 
near you. 
Vital Statistics 
Antoinette Sims appears In the March issue of Hype Hair 
magazine. 
Smith treated the finalists to a 
mea l in her eloquent Manhattan 
restauran t, while Moore, who 
now has her own cosmetic line, 
had a workshop w ith the ladies. 
But that 's not it, she also met 
wit h Lauren Childers. 
" You have 10 be rea listic w ith 
th ings. You can' t think you're 
going to go into the industry and 
be the next Iman, Naom i, or 
wha tever. It 's a very racis t 
industry, a very sex ist industrt 
You have to deal w ith peoples 
alt itudes and what their notion 
o(beauty and sexy is. Every time 
you go out for an audi tion , you 
bas ically put yourself in 
Name: A ntionette Sims 
Classification: J unior 
Hometown: Cleveland Heighi 
OH 
By Adrienne Carthon 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
When An t ionette Sims 
responded to a model call during 
her freshman year, she had no 
idea t hat it would be t he 
beginning of a modeling career 
that would take her to fashion 
central-New York City. 
After responding to the nycr, 
Sims was chosen to appear in the 
"Fantasy" calendar composed of 
Howard Un iversity female 
" We did a workshop w ith 
Lauren Childers. She kind of 
helps models to get ou t there. 
She helped Ima n get out there. 
Just in case 
you decide to buy 
O Yiu V .8,A. Inc. IQ9S 
the books 
this sem ester. 
It's everywhere 
you wartt to be: 
• 
Age: 21 
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Black History Month Salute: 
Fans mourn loss of singer Phyllis Hyman 
was a smaller marke1 for Hynian's 
music, as the upbeat dance tunes of 
Aretha Frankhn and Diana Ross 
and the Supremes during the ;60s 
a11d '70s was che flavor. Afler a 
brief hiatus, Hyman reappeared as 
~ staunch R&B singer. while nbw, 
n was 1he disco sounds of Donna 
Summer 1ha1 America wanted 10 
hear. 
Poet writes about 'darker 
side of human nature' 
''Phyllis Hyman was l ike a 
mod~m-day B_, lly Holiday," said 
Adrian Robinson, a senior 
majorin~ .in physica l 1hcrapy. To 
me, shes JUSl as good an ar11st as 
Anita Baker, however she was nol 
as we ll commercialized as Anila 
and Paui LaBelle and so on." 
This lack of na1ionwide success 
in comparison 10 her peers in 1hc 
industry was dcvast:tting 10 Hyman. 
Her foiled rel al ionships were also a 
factor that led 10 H yman's 
depression. A s1a1uesquc woman, 
Hyman was a no-nonsense lady 
w ho was 1101 one 10 hold her tongue 
\lit~ . her disposi ti on often 
11llm11da1cd men. She was once 
marr ied 10 Jamaican jazz musician 
M only Alexander. bu l 1ha1 
rcla1ionship ended. Hyman's 
lonehness was often a topic and is 
exhibited in songs such as ''Living 
All A lone" and "Why Nol Mc." 
Dael Orlandersmith, of the Nuyorlcan Poets , uses poetry as a way of dealing with being an 
Incest victim. Photo by Leslie.Jean Bart. 
- SvJoanne Eustache HifllP Staff Writer 
1ie •115 3 rare beauty, and i n 
l C!timation, one of 1hc great 
iiisofourtime." 
llis is how jazz singer Nancy 
Goo describes the l ate R& B 
~ Phyllis Hyman. 
i111D1n's extraord inary voice 
l!inprtccdented styl e wou ld 
.-,1ZC her audience at every 
-d:nclnCC. Sometimes dcscribca 
,l°!mBCr's.singer.'' Hyman was 
xalolber umc. 
lira in Pittsburgh, Penn., 
- •1;raiscd in Philadelphia. 
'rllWlyothcrmusically ta lented 
-,i,. sbe began singing in the 
ld.ud later with tlie A ll-City 
mSII( played at various clubs 
'fl8 in groups such as New 
,:dlllluntil she formed her own 
.pin 1974 called Phy llis 
::11111d the PIH Fnctor. 
1lree icars later, Hyman made 
• lebut album on Buddah 
.lds and recorded with big 
.ics lite The Fatback Band ana 
'ml Sanders. 
IJND's career began to 
~ during her days on the 
~bbd. when she made the "lbp 
oa lhc R&B charts with 
•iicrcin My Lifetime;· "You 
•llowto Ul\'C Mc'' and ·'Can't 
,Fill in Lo1-c Again." She later 
rile lop 15 aga in with ''Old 
•m· on Philadelphia 
In ternational Records. 
Yet, sing ing was not Hyman's 
o nly 1alei;1t. She. appeared on 
Broadway 111 "Soph1st1cated Lady" 
for three ycurs, leaving the audience 
breathless each time she walked 
onto the stage in her elegant. all• 
white dress and captivating 1hcm as 
she sang. Myman's performance in 
this ode to Duke Ellington earned 
her a 1bni nomina1ion, and she also 
made a cameo appearance in Spike 
Lee's "School Daze:· 
Jeff Brown, radio personality al 
WHUR-FM sa id. "Phyllis, to me, 
her style and her lyrics. SCI l hc 1onc 
for female ar1is1s expressing their 
loves and !heir hopes. She was a 
great pc~.on 1101 on 1 y 10 me, bu1 10 
ih1s area. 
A favori1e in Washington, D.C .. 
Myman was always warmly 
received by her fans. Blues Alley 
was I he hot spol 10 catch her ac1, as 
she had been J>laying there twice a 
year since 1981. Whether she 
introduced a new song or no1, the 
chanteuse would pack the house 
each night. 
Allhough she always appeared 
to be self-assured and as having 
everything together, Hyr1an dean 
wi1h deep depression and 
insecurities. With all of her lalent, 
she s1ill did nol gain the amounl of 
success 1ha1 oilier femal e anists 
did. 
Beginning her career· with a 
jazz/R&B combina1ion s1y le, there 
T he singer also had a dru g 
problem. With cocaine often being 
lhe drug of her choice, Hyman 
ba11 lcd _lier add iction for years. 
allcrnat ,.ng between rchabihl:Hion 
a_nd falhng prey \O her addiction 
11me and tune agam. 
On June 30. 1995, Hyman, at 
age 46. was found dead in her New 
York apanmen1, along wi1h a boulc 
of pills and a suiciac note. T he 
singer was expected 10 appear a1 
Harlem ·s legendary Apollo Theater 
1ha1 evening. Although this was no1 
l hc singer 's firs! attempt al taking 
her own life, Hyman's las1 cry for 
help was not answered in 1ime 10 
prcvenl her death. 
" Her death had a power ful 
impact on me. That day l had jus1 
entered New York and I go1 lhc had 
news," psychology major Maureen 
Poux said. ·•1 1fiough1 she had a 
deep. rich voice and ranked her 
with singers like Whitney Houston. 
She wasn't given the recognition 
she dcscrvecf,'' 1hc senior said. 
Philadelphia l n1crnational has 
made an effort 10 give the singer 
1ha1 long-awaited recognit ion 1>y 
relea~ing l hc album 1ha1 Hyn!an 
was m 1he process of complcung 
before her death. The album 1s l itlco 
"I Refuse To Be Lonely.'' 
Loyal fans cont inue 10 
remember 1hc "Sophis1ica1cd 
Lady" wi1h honor and resr.ecl. 
Brown said. '•Even !hough shes no1 
w ith us physically, her music will 
live with us forever." 
By Carmla Marshall 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
T he blue sky _glistened as the 
rad iant sun illummmcd the earth . 
T he mood was calm, coo l, and 
relax ing as Dael Orlandcrsmilh 
began 10 rcci1c her poetry. 
"As her eyes bu[ge wi th 
waler/and pencil-thin fingers grab 
my fis1 she tells me whal was stolen 
in Massachusc11s/in dark corners 
where liu le girls keep sccrctS/under 
~howcr water that didn' t seem to ge1 
her clean enough/there weren't 
enough perfumes or powders 10 
smo11icr his smell . . . hand in 
hand/his smel l on her fingers and 
bc1wccn her legS/no matter how 
hard she washed. . . and al night 
when v icious dreams ,t1tack her in 
her bed/she always screamed his 
name/ Poppa Poppa . . . " 
Power, originality and realism 
arc w hat Dael Orlandersmilh's 
poetry represents. She has been a 
crc,u,vc wri1cr all of her life and is 
a member of the phenomenal 
pociry gr~up Nuryorican Poe1s. 
Tite Nuyoncan Poets arc a group of 
individuals emerging from 1he 
''new word movemen1:· The poc1s 
come 1ogc1hcr to l isten. trade, or 
create poe1ry. Orlandcrsmilh is one 
of the many talcnled poe1s among 
the group. 
Mer s1yle o f poe1ry is a personal 
narrati1•e revealing "the darker side 
of human nature" as a Black 
woman. Her themes rarely aim for 
the " happily ever after" and 
"everything will be 'alrighl'' poinls 
of view. Instead, Orlandersmilh's 
poctr):' focuses on her own inti male 
cxpenences which have helped her 
survive. 
" I write about what's wilhin 
me- how I try to live as a Black 
woman, wha t 1ha1 entails 
ind ividually, and how I function in 
1hc world,'' the poc1 said. "There is 
no speci fic message in my writing; 
lake my poecry for w hat 11 is." 
Orlandersmilh speaks about her 
method of w ri1ing, as well as 1hc 
events w hich influence her 1hcmes. 
. "Everybody has something in 
common whclher they confess to it 
or no1. As a. survivor of incest, l 
know everyone has something in 
common. The Black woman, 1hc 
White woman, or the Jewish 
woman- no one could believe it · 
happened 10 1hcm. ln9es1 knows ~o 
col or, no soc10-cconom1c 
background, no creed. Incest knows 
nothing. I use 1ha1 (darker side of 
na1ureJ as a reference point; not as 
someone emerged in i t, but as 
someone who has r isen above i1. 
You never ge1 over ii. You jus1 use 
mechanisms 10 cope,"said 
Orlandersmith. 
Furthermore. in terms of being 
an ar1is1, Orlandcrsmi1h has to deal 
w i1h intraracial prejudice. 
Speci fically, some African 
Americans claim 1ha1 she is nOl 
" Black'' enough because of1he fac1 
that she is a poet. Orlandersmi1h 
s1a1cs 1hc she will nol lei the 
opinions of others deter her w riling. 
" I do noc have 10 conform to 
society's opinion of me. Neither do 
I worry aboul w hat any and 
everybody 1hinksofme. I hope my 
i ndividualism docs add 10 a 
collective and 1ha1 what I 'm say ing 
docs help someone," she said. 
Also because Orlandcrsmilh isa 
full-figured woman, some expect 
her to possess cert ain 
idiosyncrasies because of her size. 
" People expect a certain kind of 
strcn~th, i.e. the "mammy," she 
said. ·1 am nol expected 10 write 
wmantics on 1he physical level 
because of 1hc way others perceive 
me, bul I am capable o f being a 
mammy. This has manifested itself 
in 1hc While as well in the Black 
community." 
Some of Orlandersmi th's 
wr it ings are published in lhe 
Nuyoncan Poets anthology, Ou1 
Loud, and in Bomb magazine. 
Orlandersmilh also w rote and 
performed a one-woman play in 
New York. Furthermore, the 
poc1/ac1rcss is working on a 
screenp lay and j usl recen tly 
fi nished a trea1men1 for an 
upcoming film. 
Orlandcrsmith enthusiastically 
reveals her plans and hopes for 1hc 
fumre. 
" ) inlend 10 wr ite a nove l, a 
sequel 10 my one-person play and 
1he greatest ar1is1 that ever hved,'' 
she sa id. 
Poet writes about the 'darker side of human -nature' 
Bv carmla Marshall 
Hiltop Staff Writer 
lltblDcsky glistened as 1hc radian I sun 
.atlltdthecarth. The mood was calm, 
•hllllrelaxing as Dael Orlandcrsmi1h 
~lOrtcitc her poe1ry. 
·.11 hn eyes bulge with wa1cr/ and 
ddin fingers gra6 my fist she tells me 
1111 Slolen in Massachusetts/in dark 
'111•1icrt liule girls keep secrets/under 
'1C! •11cr 1ha1 didn'l seem 10 get her 
!II enough/ there weren't enough 
llacsorpowders 10 smo1hcr his smell 
Poets arc a group of individuals emerging 
from 1hc ''new word movement." The poets 
come 1ogether 10 listen, trade, or create 
poetry. Orlandersmith is one of lhe many 
talented poets among the group. 
Her sty l e of poe1ry is a persona l 
narrative revea li ng "the darker side of 
human nature·• as a Black woman. Her 
themes rarely aim for l he " happily ever 
after" and "everything will be a[right'' 
points of v iew. [ns1eaa. Orlandcrsm11h's 
poetry focuses o n her own intimate 
cxpencnccs which hav<; helped her survive. 
" I write about whats w11h111 me- how 
I 1ry 10 live as a Black woman. wh~I 1h~1 
cnw ils individuall y, and how I funcuon m 
1hc world," the poet sa id. " There is no 
specific message in .!11Y writing; iake my 
poetry for whal 11 1s. 
survivor o f incest, I know everyone has' 
something in common. The Black woman, 
the While woman, or the Jewish woman-
no one could believe it happened 10 1hcm. 
Incest knows no color. no socio-economic 
background. no creed. Incest knows 
nothing. I use 1ha1 (darker side of nature] 
as a reference po1111; 1101 as someone 
emerged in ii, bul as someone who has 
risen above ii. You never get over ii. You 
just use mechanisms 10 copc,''said 
Orlandersmilh. 
Furthermore, in terms of being an ar1is1. 
Orlandcrsmilh has to deal with 1n1rar:icial 
prejud ice. Specifically, some African 
Amcric.1ns claim 1ha1 she is nol "Black'' 
enough because of the fact that she is a poet. 
Orlandersmilh slates 1he she will 1101 lei the 
opinions of 01hers deter her writing. 
hel p someone," she said. 
Also because Orlandersmith is a full• 
figured woman. some expect her to possess 
certain idiosyncrasies because of her size. 
" People expect a ccna in kind of 
s1rcngth, i.e. l hc " mammy," she said. " I am 
not expected to write romantics on 1he 
physical level because of the way others 
perceive n ~, but I am capable of being a 
mammy. This has mani fes1cd itself in fhe 
White as well in the Black community." 
Some of Orlandcrsmi1h's writings arc 
published in the Nuyorican l'oe1s 
anthology, Ou1 Loud, and in Bomb 
magazine. Orlandersmith also wrote and 
performed a one-woman play in New York. 
Furlhcrmorc, the poel/actress is working on 
a screenplay and just rccen1ly finished a 
trca1men1 for an upcomin_g film. 
Orlandcrsmilh enthus1as1 ic.1lly reveals 
her plans and hopes for 1he future. 
lad in hand/his smell on her fingers 
tia-.-ccn her legs/no matter how l\:1rd 
llihed ... and at night when vicious 
Ill! utack her in her bed/she always 
!lad his name/ Poppa Poppa . .. " 
'vlu,originality and reahsm arc what 
ti0iundersmi1h's poetry represents. 
l111bccnacrca1ivc writer all of her life 
•1111emberof1he phenomenal poe1ry 
"9Nur}-orican Poets. The Nuyorican 
Orlandcrsmi1h speaks about her me1hod 
of wri1ing, as wen as the events which 
influence lier themes. 
"Everybody has some1~ing in common 
whether they confess 10 11 or nOl. As a 
" I do nol have 10 conform 10 socic1y·s 
OJ>inion of me. Neither do I worr)'. aboul 
what any and everybody thinks of me. I 
hope my i ndividualism does add to a 
concc1ivc and that what I ' m saying does 
"l intend 10 w rile a novel, a sequel 10 my 
one-person play and 1he grea1es1 artisl that 
ever lived," she said. 
Seawood is one of the many groups 
performing at College Fest. 
~ollegeFest to.encourage student voting, features music, games 
~laanya Deneace Anglin 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
'iii )'OU ever heard ol music 
'"lotion," •4 Jimmic's 
•. ; Shack" or "Seaweed?" 
'11 jll!l like free food , music 
Uir styling from famous 
~?If you are interested in 
!'I lllese performances or just 
lie pampering yourself for 
~ shelling ou1 100 much 
~!'!, might want 10 attend 
'"""lie Way Fest" program 
~nd. 
'l"IISOrcd in pan by The 
U niversity Reporter magazine, 
MTV and WHFS rad io. l he 
pr imary purpose of the event is 1_0 
poll area college students on the!r 
poli t ical views and t heir 
observat io ns about 1he 1996 
presidcnti:1I campaign. The 
CollegcFcsc w ill take place 1h1s 
Saturday and Sunday al the 
Washington Convention Ce,(ICr. 
The CollegcFcst. accord ing 10 
D.C. coordinator Daniel Govan, will 
also " gel college smden1s 10 in1erac1 
w ith each other.'' 
" h 's a fun even! and we 1ry 10 make 
ii as fun as possible,'· Govan said. 
Govan is also pleased wilh the 
fact that college students will ge1 the 
oppor1uni1y 10 sample many 
produc1s at a minimal cost. 
The cvenc will include ac1 ivi1ies 
.such as volleyball spiking contests, 
paintball 1arge1 shoot i ng, and 
karaoke. The CollegcFcs1 will also 
allow manu£ac1urers the 
opportunity 10 present products 10 
1he college market. 
Many local retailers arc donating 
some of their products and labor 10 
add 10 1he program's success, as 
well as tcsl ou l how well their 
produc1s se ll in college 
communi1ies. 
HMV and Waxie Maxie music 
SlOres are contr ibuting compact 
discs, while free food will be offered 
by Plane! Hollywood and the Hard 
Rock Cafe. 
If you arc ii, need of a haircul bul 
lack the necessary funds. the 
CollegeFesl is 1he place 10 be. 
Bubbles and Titc Haircuuery salons 
are offering free hairculs. 
MTV will also have a "lose or 
choose" bus at the Center. 11,e bus 
w ill contain a vo1er regis1 ra1ion 
s1a1ion equipped with an in1erac1ive 
kiosk. The kiosk, an ins1rumcn1 
used as a newsstand or telephone 
booth, will enable visitors 10 talk 
with the presidential candidates via 
lite ln1erne1. 
MTV politica l correspondent 
Serena Ahschul will be on hand on 
Saturday and plans 10 give college 
students the opportunity 10 voice 
1heir opinions and concerns about 
1hc cand ida1cs and any other 
poli1ical concerns they might have. 
The CoUegeFes1 is a p.111 of MTV's 
politicaJ awareness campaign which is 
spon.wrecl by " Rock the \blc.'' Tite 
" lose or choose" bus made its debut in 
January. 
II is estimated 1hat approximately 
1500 college students will auend 
the function . 
On Sunday, music groups 
"Emmett Swimm ing" and 
"Sch1um" w ill be performing on 
lhe WHFS music s1agc. 
The admiss ion fee is $5- and 
lickets arc available for purchase al 
the door. 
On Saturday, 1hc CollcgeFest 
w ill be open from noon 10 8:00 p.m. 
and from noon 10 6:00 p.m. on 
Sunday. 
For any furthe~ inquiries call l· 
800-549-5962. 
Interested in vvriting .for the Pulse Page? 
Need soine extra inoney? 
Call Miguel at (202) 806-6866. 
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The solution is so easy! you 
won't even need a calculator. 
; 
You're engineering a career-but you need a 
place to start. In more than 35 countries, we're 
engineering the futu~nd we're looking for 
new talent. You can do the rest in your head. 
Forward your resume to: 
EDS Staffing 
13600 EDS Drive 
A4S-C46 
Herndon, VA 22071 
or Fox: 1703) 742,2127 
II 
AMIE ;,4~--····-
EDS~ a proud sponsor ol Advancing Minorities' Interest in Engineering (MIi[) and the 
biennial Sunroyce solar-powered vehide event. 
EDS b o ,cgi~ed moil. of EJecaronlc Oo10 Sys;ems C01porotion. 
£OS uonequoloppooun.tyom~. ffVl/v/d • 
Cop(l';ghl C 1995 Elcx,ion1c Ocro 5y)ICtN Colf,,)IO!IQn M 1191!11 io'fM>d 9/QS .Slm27290 
~l'ltf Adctio» inioCocb CO'!! • W:iildW'lde WebSII! t-ff,//-,.,,;«A,(#1', 
THE HILLTOP 
SWIMSUITS! 
... 1 OO0's of One-Pieces, Bikinis, Push-Ups, Thongs & D 
The Bikini Sho, 
FREE 
PARKING! 
1819 M Street NW• 735 15th St., NW 
(202) 331-8372 • (202) 393-3533 
If you took the test today, 
how wauld .you score? 
Take a free practice test and find out. 
Test drive the test of your choice and receive computer analysis 
of your test-taking strengths and weaknesses. 
Saturday, F~bruary 24 ... 10 am 
• 
Don't wait for the real thing to find out what the test is like. 
Call today to reserve 
your seat and 
for the exact location. 
Howard get a higher scon 
University 1-800- KAP-TEST 
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rograD1 finds solutions to 
lack-on-Black viOlence 
BY Azure Thompson 
l!illtop Staff Writer 
•Jij;!ice has an economic side to 
· siid the Rev. Martin Luther 
· Jr. in his histor ic speech 
11g 1hc I 963 March o n 
on. Thir1y-two years later. 
same words held true at the 
· ~fan March. "We arc no1 
·ag for welfare. but for our 
sb,are," 1hc Rev. Jesse Jackson 
Al though ts of economic 
trmcnl resonated through 
;p.,,1d al 1hc March, a group of 
enucprcncurs capil:il ized on 
this theme by supplying bouled 
water to the marchers. 
T he entrepreneurs arc part of 
the Cease Fire D on't Smoke 1he 
Brothers program. The group was 
started by 50 young Black men 
w ho included the leaders and 
m!!mbers of five rival gangs along 
Wllh other troubled you th. In a 
society where Black y.ouch are 14 
11111es more l 1kc l y than other 
yo1i1hs to be murdered. the 
program is combati ng B lack-on-
81ack vio lence, crime and 
vandalism in the Washington. D.C. 
commun11y. 
"The youch of the streets are 
their own antidote," founder Al 
Malik Farrakhan said. "The answer 
to the problems of their generation 
and the future of Black people lies 
within the youth's hands.'' 
11,e goal is to build upon the 
theme of economic empowerment 
by opening var~ous bus iness 
ventures. So for the organ ization 
has established a bou tique and 
bc:1uty supply store on 14th Street. 
From a second store also located on 
14th S1rcet, they sell Black hair 
supplies, Cease Fire paraphernalia, 
DKNY, Nike and Reebok apparel, 
household appliances, stereos, 
snack foods and spring water. 
Program leaders sa,d tlie water 
symbolizes a replacement for "bad 
habits" the youth may have had 
before j oining the program. 
Allen T imus, vice president of 
Cease Fire, said the group is able to 
sell the products at a reduced price 
because 1hey get the merchandise 
from wholesafers. All profits from 
the store go toward operation costs 
for the program. 
In add ition, the program 
organizes marches, conduc1s 
lectures and teaches business 
management skills. . 
Usm!;\ a biblical s1ory to describe 
Cease hre'$ mission, T imus said, 
"A child shall lead them. Like in the 
story of David and Goliath a child 
will lead 1hc way. Our giant is crime 
and lack of a strong economy. One 
child w ill not kill the &iant, uni1y 
and brother) y love will. ' 
I Uumna's agency is a 'one-stop 
shop' for film. production 
By Walter Boyd 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
!iJy,,ood is not the only ho1 spot for actors, 
c,,:, and filmmakers. Cast and Company. 
~b)'a Howard University alumna who goes 
1).,nya." is a production network of fi lm 
;;!mcilns,actors. make-up art ists and caterers. 
a,ol111 \\'J>hing1on, ii serves as a full-service 
,:uanlg.crnen1 agency. 
~gjnall) called the Campus Cast and 
f\1IDl when ii was founded in 1989. Donya 
=rup~ ith 1he idea to start her busines.-, wh ile 
.ig the Broadc:l\t Ownership and Finance 
.aatllO\lard. 
'Graduate film Mudcn1~ were u,ing my 
and ic began ltl really launch. I had 
students from Howard University, the University 
of Maryl and and the Duke Ellington School of 
Performing Arts. It [the business] beg,m to blow 
up like ho1 cakes:• she sa id. 
Donya s:1 id Cast and Company is reach ing its 
goal of providing a wide range of movie 
production services. 
··The object of Cast and Company is to have 
all the people necessary for production right here 
in Washing1on, D.C. and lhe metropolitan area. 
It is a one-stop shop for production," she said. 
" I f a director wants to shoot in this area, he w ill 
alreadlly have the personnel he needs. which can 
reduce some of Hollywood's costs.'' 
The agency has done some of the casting for 
indcpc11dcnt films. a~ wel l as successful 
I lol lywood films ,uch as "Forrest Gump" and 
"Major League II." 
Donya said actors in Cast and Company know 
first hand about fi lmmakers who arc shoot ing on 
location and need loca l , experienced 
professionals as cxcras or other parts. 
A lso, technicians, directors and producers 
w ho belong to Cast and Company can ,~ork 
behind the scenes of makmg a fi lm. In add111on, 
the agency has a construction company that 
builds sets. 
Production catering is also a subdivision of 
Case and Company. 
"There are several ca1cring companies in 
Cast and Company in w hich · Danya's Kitchen' 
is the umbrel la for." Donya said. 
Her mother cooks the food for Danya 's 
Kitchen. which feeds produc1ion crews. Righi 
now, she is catering for an i nclcpcndem fi Im 
called "The Embalmer.'' 
YOU CAN GET OUTOF SHAPE FAST 
' 
...: 
YOU COULD LEARN A LOT FROM A DUMMY.· BUCKLE YOUR SAFETY BELT. 
If you're really concerned about youi: health, give your 
safety belt a workout. It's the best exercise we !mow-to keep 
you and your medical costs- from gomg through the roof. 
(=====••=-=="'=••=•=•=o=========================================================; 
Kids have a lot of energy. 
Some of them 
· . need it iust to breathe . 
• 
i·:·•.··.•.*t'.•·. fr.··.• 
,:-;, 
.. 
. 
. 
. ,.,,.' 
<& ,.i 
. 
I 'Id h 1 1 Is he often shon of breath 1 Or does he wheeic a lot, especially 
Docs your c_111 cou~ a Qt .. gl lfso see a doctor. Your child might have asthma. at mg 1t or arter runnin · ' H eel II h h · be k'd 
d , be · 1 •·. ergyi·usnocacchhisbreath. ene sa e aSJlLStlO a 1. And he shoul n t lLStng 11, en d if •11 th 
Breathe easier. Ask your octor •.• s as ma. 
National Asthma Education and Prevention Program 
National Heart, Lung, and Blood lnmtute . 
. . f I h· p bl' Health Service; U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. National I nsmutes o Hea t , u ,c 
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Program finds 
solutions to 
Black-on-Black 
violence 
By Azure Thompson 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
"Justice has an economic side 
10 it," said the Rev. Martin Lui her 
King Jr. in his historic speech 
durrn_g the 1963 Maren on 
Washmgton. Thirty-two years 
la1cr, the same words held true at 
the Million Man March. "We arc 
not figh1ing for welfare, bul for 
our fair share," the Rev. Jesse 
Jackson said. 
As thoughts of economic 
empowerment resonated through 
the crowd at 1hc March, a group 
of young entrepreneurs 
cap i1alized on this theme by 
supplying boltled water to lhe 
marchers. 
The entrepreneurs arc ))art of 
the Cease Fire Don'1 Smoke 1hc 
Brothers program. T he group 
was starled by 50 young B lack 
men who included the leaders 
and members of five rival gang/; 
along w ith 01hcr troubled youtb. 
In a society where Black you1h 
arc 14 times more likely than 
other youths 10 be murdered, the 
program is combating Black-
on-Black violence, crime and 
vandalism in the Washington, 
D.C. community. 
"The youth of the streets arc 
their own an1idotc," founder A l 
Mal ik Farrakhan sa id. " The 
answer to the problems of their 
genera tion and 1he fu1urc of 
B lack people lies within the 
youth's hands.'' 
The goal is lo build upon che 
theme of economic 
empowerment by opening 
various business ventures. So for1 1he organization has establishea 
a boutique and beauty supply 
store on l4th Street. From a 
second store also located on 14th 
Street, they se ll Black hair 
supplies, Cease Fire 
paraphernalia, DKNY, Nike and 
Reebok appare l , household 
appl iances, stereos, snack foods 
and spr ing water. Program 
leaderssai<f1he water symbolizes 
a replacement for "bad habits" 
the youth may have had before 
joinmg the program. 
Allen T imus. vice president of 
Cease Fire. said the group is able 
10 sel l the procluc1s a1 a reduced 
pr ice because they gc1 1he 
merchandise from w hofcsalers. 
All profits from the store go 
toward operation costs for the 
program. 
fil addi tion, the program 
organ izes marches, conducts 
lectures and teaches business 
management skills. 
Usmg a b ib l ica l story 10 
describe Cease Fire's mission, 
Timus said, "A chi ld shall lead 
chem. Like in the SI0rY. of David 
and Goliath a child w ill lead the 
way. Our giant is crime and lack 
of a strong economy. One child 
wi ll not kill the giant. uni1y and 
brotherly love wi ll." 
If you are 
interested in 
' . 
writing for 
the Business 
page of The 
Hilltop, 
please call 
Shenikwa at 
806-6866 or 
stop by 
The Hilltop 
office 
located at 
the Howard 
laza Towers 
West. 
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Oh sure, it looks innocent. But it could be 
w ired to a no-name company that has no qualms about 
over c harging broke c ollege s tudents . 
S o , calling card in hand, you di a l 1 800 CALL ATT 
and save yours el f s ome much-needed cash. 
Dial 1 800 CALL ATT for Lil,.,.._. Calling Card calls. 
Always get I'-1'1IOU.. Never get overcharged. 
Know the Code. 1 800 CALL AT T. That 's Your True Choi ce~· 
AT&T 
Your True Choice 
Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards? 
No,v you can ha'l'C two of the most m:ognJzcd and 
acocpted credit caids In the ....,,1d_.v1sae and Master<::aroe 
credit canls._ "In your remc: EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN 
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN 1URNED DOWN BEFORE! 
VISA9 and MasterQu-de the credit canls you 
de!ICM and need for- ID-BOOKS-DEPI\RTMEITT 
.-.--... STORES-TUITION- ENTERTAINM ENT-
EMEROEOCY CASH- TICKETS-RESTAURANTS-
HqrELS-MOTELS-CAS-CAR RENTALS--
REPAIRS-AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATINOI 
r
------------------------
EZ- CARD, SUITE 275 I 
I 1501 E .BALLANDALE BCB BL VD I 
I HAL LANDALE, FLORIDA 3 3009 I 
: YES! lwantVISA9/MASTERCARD0 Cm:llt : 
: Catds.approvcd lnuncdlalcly. 100~ OUARAHTEEDI : 
~NAME --- ---'---------- I 
: ADDRESS ------------- : 
I CnY -----~TATE - ZIP--- I 
I
I STUDENT? Yes No S.S.• _______ 1
1 
~tlG' No turn downs! 
G\l~Jt-:,l~t~f.1) No credit checks! I SIGNATURE - - ---------- I 
1\~t~!~tl,!' ,'tit' No security deposit I I oon:, 1,1as1n<:-aid b • rt«bttml ,,.c1tma11< d 1,1a,1c,O,td 1n11:mattona1. 1nc:. I Gv~~~ c,ICl, I vtaa 11 a "1l•t<ml 1nc1t .. 11< d vis,, USA. Inc. ard VISA ,.,.,.,.~0 na1 I 
f/A It SEND TIIE COUPON TODflY I I 
YouR CREDIT CARDS ARE WAITING! 
L----1. _____ ...:..:.:.:....:.:.:.:=-:.:......:::.:.:::::_:.:.::::..::::::.:.:::.:.iL •••••• ~----------------J 
February 23, 1111 
ARE YOU ABUSE 
• Check any that apply to YlllL 
Does the person you lo 
Q "Track" al l of your ti 
Q Constantly accuse you 
being unfaithful? 
QDiscourage your rela · 
ships with family and 
friends? 
□Prevent you from w 
ing or attending sch 
□constantly criticize 
for litt le things? 
Q Anger easily when · 
ing or using ·other dru 
oControl all finances 
force you to account" 
detail what you spend? 
QHumiliate you in front 
others? 
la Destroy personal p 
ty or sentimental ite 
O Hit, punch, slap, kick 
. bite you or the chi! · 
o use or threaten to use 
weapon against you, 
□Threaten to hurt you 
the chi ldren? 
Q Force you to have sex 
against your will? 
If you checked any 
these, it's time 
to get help. 
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m~ 
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IN MANY COMPANIES 
IT TAKES YEARS TO PROVE YOU'RE 
MANAGEMENT MATERIAL. .. 
WE'LL GIVE YOU 10 W EEKS. 
Tei,~ ,ooy not seem like much 1,me 10 prove you're capable of being 
lr,n,, &JI ,/you're rough, smart and determined. ten weeks and a lot of 
llflf oot could make you an OffKer of Marines. And Off,cer Candidates 
~ ro),s 'Mll!fe you'll get the chance 10 prove you've got what it takes 
I&/ 1 lfe /IA of e.xcitemenl full of challenge. full of honor, Anyone can say 
~ goi 1wiat it takes to be a leader, we'll give you ten weeks to prove ,1. 
Marines 
JJwA-. n.,PiioN. TkMMiMA 
ltrmore informalion about the Marine Corps PLC Aviation and 
~ Officer Programs for Freshmen-Seniors, see Captain John 
'!l1d, ar the bottom floor of the Blackburn Center on February 26 
& 27, 1996 from 1 0:00am to 2:00pm or call 
(301) 394-0520/0521. 
s space could 
be yours. 
D 
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Of all the numbers you know 
by heart, do you know the numbers 
important to your heart? 
Do you know 
your cholesterol numbers? 
There dre different levels of good dnd b.id cholesterol in dli of us. To help reduce your risk of hedrt disme, 
it's imporldnl to know whdt your ievels dre. You should stdrt by finding out you, totdl cholesterol number dnd 
HDL or 'good" cholesterol number. So see your doctor. For more inlormdtion, cdl! 1-800.575-WELL. 
Ndtiondl Cholesterol Educdtion Progrdm 
U,UJOIW Hurt I..U~. •no etQOd ltlSM'ute. ~l.110/\ll lntllt\lltl OI IW.&!11'1; Pul)li' Hu!:n Stf'tltl' u.s Oepartmtnl ol HHltll an(I Hu min SttvlCH. 
Just in case 
you decide to buy 
0 Vi•• U.S.A. Inc, '"' 
the books 
this · semester. 
It's everywhere 
you want to be: 
BS THE HILLTOP 
rfH & FITNESS 
Study reveals increasing nuniber of teen sn10 ers 
;, 
r 
' ... 
Smoking Is becoming "cool" again 
By Makeda Russell 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Ryan Drake rea lizes that 
smokinf:$ is bad for his health, but 
his addiction to nicotine keeps 
him hooked on cigarettes. 
" I don' t even know why I 
started, to tell you the truth," sa id 
Drake, who started smoking when 
he was ninth grade. "It's like when 
you have other people around you 
that smoke, you have that urge to 
light up a cigareuc, too." 
Drake, who was s moking 
during the interview for this story, 
said he has tried unsuccessfully to 
quit numerous times and failed . 
"I tried to quit yesterday but it 
didn' t work," said Drake, a 
fres hman in the School- o f 
Business. 
He is not alone. 
Smoking has been making a 
comeback among students and 
teenagers in rece nt years. 
according lo a s tudy by the 
Univ~rsity of Michigan Survey 
Research Center. 
Surveyors noted that the rate of 
peer d isapprova l fo r c igarette 
smoking has dropped over tl1c past 
several years. They also found that 
letns are less l ikely 10 see 
smoking as a major health threat. 
·•1 know smokrng causes cancer 
but I figure I don't smoke that 
much, just every other day or so," 
said Jamal Manuel, a sophomore 
music education major. "I am not 
al risk right now, not unless I i:;et 
into it really heavy, like smoking 
a pack a day." 
Researchers said early attitudes 
toward smoking affect individuals 
for life. 
"For reasons that may confound 
a great many adults, a large 
number of young people seem to 
feel reassured about the safety of 
smoking, particularly in the early 
teens, which is when a great many 
of them actuall y begin smoking," 
said Lloyd Johnson, a researcher 
with at the Michigan Research 
Center, in the organ ization's 
report. 
·'These increases in smoking 
arc very broad occurring among 
virtually all socia l classes, regions 
of the country [affecting] those 
boys and girls who do ana do not 
plan to attend college," Johnson 
sa id . 
The Michigan study revealed 
that since 1992, one in every three 
high school sen iors surveyed said 
they had smoked cigarettes at least 
once within the past 30 days. 
Despi te efforts by the federal 
government to reduce the number 
of American smokers, the survey 
found that smoking rates among 
Ex.perts claim exercise, healthy 
diet work against obesity 
By Stephanie Gilbert and 
Criste) Williams 
Hilltop Staff Writers 
For more than 34 million 
Americans, being overweight is a 
fact of life. For most of those 34 
million , losing weight is a daily 
obstacle. · 
And some physicians say the 
number of Americans struggling 
with obesity is rising. 
"The problem relates to diet, 
more so than heredity and culture," 
sa id Dr. Wi lbert Lacey, a 
psychiatr ist at the Howard 
University Counseling Center. 
About 45 percent of African-
American women and 26 percent of 
African-American men arc 
overweight. 
It is estimated that 25 percent of 
men and 40 percent of women in 
the United States current ly arc 
trying to lose weight. 
Nearly 300,000 people died 
from obesity-related illnesses in 
1995. 
"No matter wha t ethn ic 
background a person has, you have 
to have a certain amount of training 
and intellect to pay attention to 
eating healthy and exercising," 
Lacey sa id. 
Lacey contended that the 
inundation of Black urban areas by 
fast-food chains leave uneducated 
caters few healthy options. He 
added that high fat and caloric diets 
fou nd in Southern "soul food'' 
cooking have histo rically 
contributed 10 obesity within the 
African-American community. 
Statist ica l evidence shows a 
strong link between obesity and the 
high meat diets fou nd in North 
America. 
In a hea lth-conscious society 
that equates thinness with beauty, 
be ing overweight in the United 
States generally brings wit h ii a 
st igma that connotes laziness and 
unattract iveness. Howeve r. the 
African-American community has 
historically been more accepting 
of a wider range of body types, 
especially heavier people. 
"African-Ame rican men 
sometimes prefer their women to 
have a little more weight on them." 
_______ .._ __ 
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sa id Renee Wiggins, owner of the 
Silver Spring nutrition and fitness 
consult ing firm, Results by Renee. 
"A preference for a larger female 
body type is also culturally shared 
by Lat inos and Native Americans. 
We don't buy into that very thin 
model thing, like Cindy Crawford." 
Despite this phenomenon, 
Wiggins and other healt h 
professionals say losing weight or 
being tri m is essent ial to good 
health. 
Heart problems, diabetes, high 
blood pressure, respira tory 
problems and certai n types of 
cancer all can be linked to poor diet, 
especially obesity. 1 Lacey said students on college 
campuses often find they gain 
weight because of the compatibility 
of fast-food eating with busy work 
schedules and heavy course loads. 
The growing number of 
overweight Amer icans has 
prompted the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture and the Department of 
Health and Human Services to 
provide a revised weight table for 
the new yea r. 
QUICII, W!IAT YW 00 YOU Wl'ICH? 
1N f,nt U.$. lo'I'~ zw,k(INS ~ an /94] f,i.,,-'I 
a!Wut/94J/q,Mtl\-Htrt-,r~Wf'IIN'I-.. 
~111fe,,•~JJ,>t>t6N1t,,..,..Jj#IL 
--
..... ru· CO..Nrt 
1942-43 lJC).140 tST-168 :::,:::,:~ 
1'59 12C.139 141-1&3 ,C.,\l'L~---
19'0 114•14$ 144'•119 ,t,ie,,, ...,_....,... 
19:&l 1J().1'4 l-52·165 ..a~-~-~ 
ltsS u.a-1so 1,1-111 :T'~..;.';.,~:n 
1990 113-1.55 13&-179 ~--.1••J.1 
130-167 1$1·194 li:ilh-.,>$....iw 
1'9S U&-155 136-119 ~-- -
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The 1996 guidelines arc less 
forgiving than I 990"s edition ;ind 
conta in hea lth ad vice s uch as 
"Dietary Guidelines for 
Americans." 
"The gu ide lines really s how 
people how to be healthy for life,'' 
said Mia lsenbart. project manager 
at High lcch Health. 
Dietary guidelines in 1990 were 
more flex ible in height and weight 
rations; however, the new table has 
a set scale that is ca lculated 
according to a number called the 
body mass index (BMI), an indirect 
measure of body fat. 
BMI 's arc calculated using these 
four steps: 
I . Multiply your weight in 
pounds by .45. Example: 150 
pounds x .45= 67.5 
2. Mult iply your height in inches 
by .025. Example: 5'9", or 69 
inches. x .025= 1.725. 
3. Square the answer from step 
2. (1.725 xl.725=2.976.) 
4. Divide the answer from step 
I by the answer from step 3 (67.5 
divided by 2.976=BMI or 22.7) 
A hea lthy BMI ranges from 19 
to 25. A BMI from 25 10 29 signals 
tha t one is " moderate ly 
overweight." Anything higher is 
·•severely overweight.'' Nothing is 
said about BM I's below I 9 because 
Jillie is known about them. 
"If you're overweight and have a 
hea lth problem. those ex tra pounds 
have to come off," lsenbart said. 
Danger signs include high blood 
pressure or high blood sugar rates. 
Experts ag ree that fa 1 1hat is 
concentrated in the abdomen raises 
the chances of ailments such as of 
heart disease. 
A study in January"s Journal of 
the American Medical Association 
found that in obese men, weight 
loss reduced hea rt disease risk 
fac1ors. such as cholesterol level. 
more than exercise did. 
Th c study rcvea I c d the 
importance of ba lancing hea lthy 
eating with physical ;ict ivity. 
Accord ing 10 the Nat ional 
Institute of Health. exercising for at 
least 30 minutes, three times a week 
lowers cholesterol levels and blood 
pressure. . 
··People need to remember that 
even if they can·t exercise all of the 
time, someth ing is much better than 
nothing. Every little bit counts;• 
lscnbart sa id. 
Persistent headache may signal migraine 
By Alexis J oi Henry 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
When Natasha Lindsey's head 
begins to pound, it hurts worse than 
the average headache. 
She cannot take two pain 
relievers, rest and get relief. Lindsey 
suffers from a clinical head ailment 
called the migraine headache. 
" It 's like a hangover, it's that 
intense," Lindsey said. " You feel 
like you're going to throw up. You 
can't take 100 much light or loud 
noise. People yelling is torture." 
Migraines, characteri zed by 
moderate-to-severe throbbing on 
one or both sides of the head, arc 
caused by a constrict ing of blood 
vessels on both sides of the face and 
brain. The pain may be 
accompanied by nausea, vomiting, 
acute sensitivity to light and noise. 
Distorted vision, numbness and 
tingling of the lips, face and limbs, 
confusion and slurred speech are 
some of the warning signs of an 
approaching headache attack. 
More than 20 million Americans 
visit the ir doctors annually fo r 
migraine headache treatmen1, 
according to a study done at the 
University of Ill inois. 
It is be lieved chemical 
imbalances in the body or diet may 
migraine headache cases arc linked 
10 diet. 
Certain ingredients in foods such 
as cheese, chocolate, processed 
meats, alcohol and caffei nc as well 
as Monosodium Glutamate (MSG), 
a navor additive in Chinese foods, 
can trigger headaches. 
It's like your whole body is attacking 
itself. You just want to take your head 
off. You want to cry. but it hurts y,our 
head too much. It's the most intense 
pain in the world . 
-Danika Adams, sophomore math 
major 
be responsible for the severe pain; 
however, doctors have not drawn 
any conclusive results. 
The American Council of Head 
Education said they have conducted 
research that shows 20 percent of 
Three times more women than 
men suffer from migraine 
headaches, leading some to believe 
estrogen may play a role. 
Migraines, which also have been 
called tens ion headaches, arc 
different from typical head pain 
brought on by s tress o r te nse 
muscles in the body. Migra ines arc 
a much more severe and cli nical 
problem. 
" lt "s like your whole body is 
attacking itsel f," sa id Danika 
Adams, a sophomore majoring in 
math ... You just want to take your 
head off. You want to cry but it 
hurts your head too much. It 's the 
most intense pain in the world." 
Allhough over- the-counter 
medicat ions relieve the pain for 
most common headaches, those 
suffering from migraines require 
prescription medica tion. 
Drugs like sumatriptan, ergotamine 
and Mcdren all relieve the harsh, 
spl itting headaches of migra ine 
suffers, but often they cause severe 
side effects, such as sluggishness 
and moodiness. 
Migraine headaches recur 
tliroughout one's life, genera lly 
as&crting themselves during early 
adolescence. 
I, 
Good Food. Good Stories. 
I 
Good Health. 
Interested in writing for the Health 
. & Fitness section? 
Call Reggie at 806-6866 
teenagers have risen signific:rnt. 
Government e ffort s have 
included increased restrictions on 
tobacco companies and extensive 
advertising campaigns publ icizing 
the ill effects of smokmg. 
Neverthe less, many yo ung. 
casual smokers are finding 
themselves addicted to cigarettes. 
Freshma n Lach ic tia J ones 
started out in high school with 
pressure from her friends and now 
smokes a moderate five cigarettes 
a day. 
" I'm really doin!\ what I can to 
qui1 now," Jones said. ·'My mom 
even bought me the (Nicodcrmal) 
ratch, but once I get over stressed, take it off and go back to 
smoking because it relieves me." 
Junior print journalism major 
Jami lah Evelyn said she has tr1cd 
repeatedly to quit because of 1he 
reported dange rs, but cannot give 
up her habit for more than three 
days. 
" I am trying to quit but it's no1 
easy," said Evelyn, who smo 
to six packs a day. ' ' I started 
s moking in my senior year of 
school with some friends 
smoked .. . I got addicted.• 
Despite the disma l st · 
some students arc resisting 
pressure and choosing a 
free life. 
lsha Price, a fourt h-year 
communications major, is 
opposed to smoking and m 
her personal mission to get 
she knows to quit. 
" I tell them some of the 
that I have learned, how ii 
the filter in you r I 
complete ly," Pr ice said. For 
the issue touches close 10 
··My father has been s 
since he was 15," Price said. 
his hea lth isn·1 the greatest. 
54'and still smoking and I 
sec it. I never wan t to be 
addicted to anything." 
**Ask The Extern** 
Does drinking before sex make ii difficult to enjoy sex w 
climax? 
Having one or two drinks can increase a person·s sexual desire Ill 
reduce inhibitions. But for most people after 1wo or three drinks-Qa 
the blood alcohol level reaches 0.5- they begin to cxperiencu 
depressive effect. When this lwppcns, motor control and concentnlia 
arc impaired. Men can suffer erection problems and women can la 
trouble reaching orgasm. Both can become lcs.s sensitive to touch.a 
well. 
Is it dangerous to swallow ejaculation? 
Ejaculate is a combination of one part sperm and ninety-nine flll 
seminal fluid . Seminal fluid. which consists of water, mucu;., andaail 
of chemical substances, nourishes and protects sperm. Dangercxia 
only when there arc open cuts or sores in your mouth, making )II 
susceptible 10 a sexually transmitted disease. 
**Weekly Recipe** 
CHICKE AND CHEESE QUESAOILLAS 
4 (8 inch) nour tortillas 
I cup (half of 10 o.unce package) mesquite-seasoned skinkl 
cooked chicken breast or other chopped, cooked chicken 
I cup shredded low-sodium Monterey Jack or cheddar cheese 
I large firm. ripe tomato, diced 
I scallion, sliced thin 
2 tbsp. finely-chopped fresh cilantro 
1/2 cup salsa 
I ripe avocado, sliced or mashed. or I cup guacamole 
Optional toppings and garnishes: ripe olives, chopped tomatoa. 
shredded lettuce, cilantro sprigs 
Heat oven 375 degrees. Sprinkle half of each torti lla with chic:ta. 
cheese, chopped tomato and scall ion: top with cilantro and ,alsa. Fdl 
uncovered half of tortilla over toppings. Using wide spatula, tramil 
to bak in_g sheet. Bake until fi lling is heated th rough. chcc~e is mchal 
and tortilla slightly browned. Cut into pie shaped wedges. On di11111 
plates, arrange in fan pattern with mound of guacamole in center. Saw 
with ripe olive~, tomatoes. lettuce and salsa; garnish with cilllllll 
sprigs. makes ,I serving.~. 
Nutritional information: 344 calorics, 2 1 grams protein, 18gra 
fat, 27 grams carbohydrate. 518 mi lligrams sodium. 41 milligna 
cholesterol. 
Recipe courtesy of Essence magazine. 
**Black Heroes in 
Medicine~~* 
Arthur McKJmmun llrown 
(1867- 1939) 
Arthur M. Brown, M.D. was 
the first Black commissioned 
officer in the nation·s standing 
army. Brown broke a long history 
of racial discrimination in the 
U.S. military. Brown also 
pioneered inroads for Blacks in 
academia, after becoming the 
first Black to enroll at the 
University of Michigan in 1891. 
Brown. who served as prcsi 
of the Nat ional Med· 
Association in 19 14.alsoatt · 
the highest score in the history 
the AJabama Medical Exnm· · 
Board. As a physician in the I 
Calvary. Brown was the 
Black surgeon to serve in 
Spanish American \'I.Ir, l 8 
After being denied a pc · 
from the military, Browno 
several private practices 
Alabama. 
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AVOIDING 
A TICKET IS A SNAP 
t) YOU COULD LEARN A LOT FROM A DUMMY.$ 
........ -~ 
- tl-"1' .. , .... IU, OOf • ~ 
t GOOD 
- WEEKLY 
' 
' 
INCOME 
I processing mail for 
I 
national company! 
C, Free supplies, postage! 
' 
' 
No selling! Bonuses! 
Start immediately!· 
Genuine opportunity! 
Rush S.A.S.E : 
GMC 
Suite 216 
1861 N. Federal HWY 
Hollywood, FL 
33020 
. ~ 
E,ayday,th=dsofkidthri11ggunstoschool . ~ 
rmdout how to help get guns out of the hands of chiJdreo. 
Call)-800•WE•PRfflNf ~o~tioo 
I 
: ~-more lost life. Not one rooregrleving6unily.Notonemore. 
: . afiil .. 
::..-=-~ 
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Even TOWER TAX SERVICES 
EZ-er 
than 
1040EZ. 
~
Introducing TeleFile 
from the I RS. If you 
are single and filed 
Fonn 1040EZ last year, 
you can file your tax 
return in ten minutes 
by phone. Anytime. 
Check your tax booklet 
for information. 
DITeleFile 
It' s free. It's fast. It works. 
~ Oepartment of the Treasury 
Internal Revenue Service 
Changing for good. 
' 
Special Student Rate 
(Howard Stude nts Only) 
S ingle with no dependents 
·.'< FEDE RAL INCOME TAX - $20 
_ ;'< STATE INCOME TAX - $ 10 
'"' ELECTRON IC FILING F EE - $ 0 
.,.., FOR MORE INFORMATION AND .OTHER 
F ILING STATUS CALL US TODAY AT 
7 03-548-1227. 
ASK FOR IBRAHIM OLADO TUM 
;~ OFFER EXPIRES ON 03/30 /96 
With ese Fares, 
YourCar 
Won't Have To Survive 
ATri 
ToNew ork. 
ustTo e Ort. 
If you feel like blowing out of 
town, abandon your buggy in 
long-rerm parking and 
carch a fl ight to New-
":.;;.--.;;~~ 
/ \ \ ~ 
York. It 'll only put 
you our S77. Or 
you can buy a Flight Pack of four (S57 
each way) or eight (S52 each way) 
coupons. And berrer yer, travel 
on Saturday for just s49 each 
way and save even more. We 
have plenty of flights leaving 
whenever you want to 
go. Manhattan's waiting 
folks, you can sleep on rhe 
• 
way back. Which is hard to 
do when you're driving. 
A.Delta Shuttle 
You'll love the way we fly• 
.. 
B10 
,t'r ;· ~--, 
,,.,_. '. ·• 
~k, ··. _.:.· 
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t : For long -distance calls. Savings basod on a 3-minute AT&T operator-dialed interstate call. 
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Mom saves a ton of money 
Mom is so pleased she sends you brownies 
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SAVE THE PEOPLE YOU CALL UP TO 441 
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SPORTS 
~ison Swimmers wipe out competition at 
outhern State Championship swim meet 
Jabarl King, Ja Ja Wade, A. Beale, Seana Westcarr and freshman sensation Maya Nasutlon (not pictured) spearheaded 
the Bison swim teams domination at the Southern State Championship swim meet. · 
si:::;1s Freeman 
~ Staff writer 
jiHCl"ard Univcrs ily swim 
f,cd 1hc Sou1hcrn Sia le nship swim mcc1 inlo coming ou1 parly. year we domi na1cd all 
illays." said Or. Ncw1o n 
bead coach of bo1h,1hc 
and women 's swim 
• The 1cams d id 
ing." . b . K. 
co-cap1arn Ja ar1 1ng 
Jackson's commen1s, " I 
_.uy proud of everybody. 
•rnlly happy wi1h our 
- ·· .. l'!'~cc. 
1cums had impressive 
during lhc mecl. Ton 
schoo l swim records were firsl 1imc we' ve ever had so: yd finals, wi1h firs1, second, 
b ro ken dur ing lhc mee1. Five women place in 1he finals in and a founh place finish. While 
ap iece from bolh lhe men's 'and lhe Soul hem S1a1e Meel. We're bolh men and women 1eams had 
women's leam . Led by jusl anolher slep closer 10 whal ou1s1anding marks, ii was 1101 
freshman sensa1ion Maya we wan1 10 achieve." enough fo r 1hcm 10 qualify lhe 
Nasu1ion, who broke records in While 1hc women achieved a 1ea ms fo r lhe Na tio nal 
1he 200-yd fly (2: 18.74), 200- great deal, lhc Bison men 100k Collegiate Athle1ic Associa1ion 
backslrokc (2: 13. l3), and 200 over l hc mee l. Marlin Ewing, Championships. S1 ill , 1ha1 was 
medley ( 2: 15.70), l he women's bro ke 1he school's 3 me1er 1101 enough 10 pul a damper on 
swim 1eam performed divi ng record 1ha 1 has been 1he learns season and lhe ir 
cxceplionally we ll. slandfog for 23 yea rs. JaJa achievcmenls, panicularly whal 
"The women did lheir all- Wade, Stepha n S1eer, Daniel was accomplished du ring lhe 
lime bes1.'' Jackson said. "We Rickells, w ilh King, who won Soulhern S1a1e Swim 
clearl y slepped up w i1 hou1 a 1hree gold meda ls a nd o ne Championsh ips. 
doub1.'' bro nze in 1hc relays. The 200- " I was s urp ri sed al my 
Scana Wes1carr, Anna yd freesty le ( 1:24.58), 400-yd perfor mance ," said senior 
Barber, and G. Ndlovu, a long frees1y le(3:07.48), 200-yd Jabar i King. " I ' m going oul a 
wi1h Nasu1ion broke lhe school medley (1:34.58) , shaucred champ ion. You can'l go o ut 
records in lhe 200-yd (J :42.48), school records, as we ll as lhe ir belier 1han lhis." 
and 400-yd (3:49.28), frees1yle 3rd place 400-yd medley re lay '·We jus1 domi_nated,'' sa id a 
relay. finish, (3:31.02). The men also happy and relieved Coach 
Said Jackson. "This is 1he qualified four swimmers in lhe Jackson. 
Athlete of the week 
Derrick Henson 
Ja Ja Wade, flexing Bison muscle. 
Men's school record holder In the backstroke, Jabarl King, hard 
at work. 
1995-96 Outdoor 'Irack Schedule 
March 1996 
16 Hampton University 
23 Delaware State Univ. 
April 1996 
2 Univ of MD Eastern Shore 
11 
Time for a Bison takedownl Derrick Henson prepares to defeat his opponent. 
nds D · k H 1·5 one of lhc best wrcsllcrs in lhe coun1ry. In match viclorics over Morgan Slate (15-2). Virginia Tech (11-
. cmc cnson ~ . . ·d · d th · · ioucllsbc,rg (7-1). and 1he University of V1rg1ma (7-2), Henson ommale e opposmon. 
13 Howard Relays 
18, 19, 20 MEAC Out door Championship 
24 - 27 Penn Relays 
May 1996 
4 
11 
27-6/1/96 
Lincoln University 
University of Virginia 
NCAA Championship 
1995-96 Indoor 'Irack Schedule 
February 1996 
24 - 25 MEAC Indoor Championship 
March 1996 
2 George Mason University 
.. 
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.... HILLTOPICS 
All HILLTOPICS are due paid in 
full, 1he Monday before publica-
1 ion. Announccrnenis by campus 
organizalions for meelings, semi-
nars or non-profit even1s are free 
for 10 words or less and SI for 
every additional five words. Cam-
pus announcemcnls for prifil are 
charged as individuals. Individuals 
adver1ising for lhc purpose of 
announcing a service, buying or 
selling are charged $5 for 1he firsl 
20 words and $1 for cvcrry addi-
lional five words. Local compa-
nies are charged $!0 for the fi rst 20 
words and $2 for every five words 
lhereafler. Personal ads are $2 for 
lhe firs t IO words aod $1 for every 
add ilional five words. Color Hill-
topics are an additional S2. 
ANNO0NCEMEN'lS 
I q:\((\;;(( \ ((0,.. '-I 
On a s1udent Visa'! 
Would like to become a permanent 
resident? Wliy not enter the 
INS greencard lottery? 
Contact A11ourncy M.C Robison 
lei (301) 559-6861 
Fax (30 I )853-3524 
Don't blow another detailed booklet 
revels 100 responses to most frequently 
<iskcd questions by lhc interviewer. 
Call Keilh Augustus at 1-800-403-
0622 
Auen11on All Howard Ar11s1s: 
HUSA is looking to commission a 
design for the stntaule for its 
"Howard Honors Program." 
Please contact : 
Althea Dix at 588-8373 
NAACP General Body Meeting Feb• 
ruary 26, 7:00pm in UGL L-41. 
Attn all BOSC Bruce Monroe & R.C. 
Lewis Sig Brothers and Sisters, Roller 
Skating Day is Saturday, February 24, 
Meet at Crampton at I lam Return 01 
5pm. Questions CaU !Uvo 865-9597. 
l'hc Annual A.O. College of Denus1ry 
Student Council Dental Health Four 
we be held on Saturday Feb. 24, 1996 
9am-3pm 600 W SI. 
-free cleaning for adults & children 
-inspections in orol hygine 
-free blood pressure screening 
~oral cancer screening 
-medical glucose & 
cholestoral screening 
Call 806-0061 
Donna Franklin (202) 884-1217 
Spades lburnament 
February 24thy 7pm 
S50 First Place Prize 
(S10 Fee Per Tham) Bethune Annex 4 
info call: (202)991-0408 
A'l'I EN i'ION Aln's & SCIENCES 
STUDENTS All Sophomores and 
Juniors in the college of Arts and Sci-
ences who have not complcled a 
scheme of Graduation requirements 
must officially dcclorc their major by 
doing a scheme. Delay in completing 
1he scheme may result in n delay in 
completing your registration which 
begins on April I, 1996. Contact your 
advisor in the Educational Advisor 
Center. between 9:00am-4:00pm. 
Monday through Friday, from Fcbruar)' 
20, through March 20. I 996. 
Mcimda Spaulding 
Russell Rickford 
& 
the family or 
Operation E.M.E.R.G.E. 
present the free HUSA JAM!!! 
Fri. Feb. 23 10:00 until 
'T11e Upper Deck 
CU.Q. Presenls 0 Ooe C1st 'i'lme" 
Come out and meet the candidates for 
HUSA and hear how they plan IO work 
for you. This is your last chance. 
March 4, 7:30pm Tubman Quadrangle 
Dorm. 
Span,sh Club Meeung Feb. 28 Wed. 
5:30pm Locke Hall Spanish lutoring 
sessions will continue Feb. 29 4pm 
Locke Hall Rm 323 
FORREN I 
Rooms for Rcat w/W Carpet, Free 
Cable, Washer/Dryer, Dishwasher, All 
Ulililies included, Recently Remolded, 
Close 10 Campus Call Ronnie (202) 
581-6814, Pager (202) 788-1358. 
2 Bedroom Apt. tor Rent 
•Large Rooms •carpet on Floor 
•very Nice • Across the Street from 
Howard University •$600/Month 
• Utilities Jncluded • Professional or 
Responsible Student Needed 
Ca11(202)462-4495 
and ask ror Mr. Gray 
Furo,shed Rooms. Near IIOl-1. air-
pet W/D. Cooking facili ties, Student 
environment $200 Security deposit. First 
weeks rent free. $300/month. Includes 
utilities lelephonc (202) 291-2248 after 
5pm. 
Very large 4B.R. 2 Ba. w)w, 4 blocks 
from univ. $1200 plus. (301)340-8967. 
RELi' WAN'I ED 
Desurng 10 be your own Boss? Seek-
ing Financial independence? Simply 
wan1ing to earn exlra income? A 
national product brokerage company is 
looking for serious, motivated, cntre• 
preneurial-minded individuals. 
Unlimited income potential. 
Call 1-800-309 4846 for more info .. 
Wanted: I 00 Students Lose 8-1 OU 
pounds. New metabolism break-
through. I lost 10 pounds in 12 days. 
Doc.tor recommended. Gua,ran1ecd 
results $35 cost. Free Gift. 
1-800-820-8503. 
t:'.xpandmg lnterna11onal Company 
seeks Full and Part time quality indi-
viduals. Attitude more impor1an1 than 
Resume. No experience necessary run 
training provided. 1b make an appt. 
call Thomas (30 I )589-5448. 
CAM I' S'IAI-F FOR GIRL sCOO I 
RESIDENT CAMP: Plan NOW to 
spend your special summer in the 
mountains or woodlands or Virgfoio. 
Be a Role 1uodel for girls this summer 
for a nine week or rive week summer 
camp program. Positions avalible: 
Business Manager, Food Service. Pro-
gram Special isl, Unit Counselors, and 
Lifo Guards. Call Denise Viau at 
GSCNC, (202) 337-4300 ext. 'J9. 
$ I )50 weekly possible ma,l,"ll our 
circulcrs. For more info call 
(202)393-7727. 
Ac11,·ls1 C,ve A Oumn-Cei u io6 
Concerned about 1hrea1s to Arfirmative 
Action <1nd reproduct ive rights? Wor-
ried about Oudgc1 Cuts to Education, 
The Environmenl, and Health C1rc? 
Then Do Somelhing Aboul ii!! Gain 
Political Experience and Earn Excel-
lent $S$ working on the Issues you 
care about. ParHimc evening aucJ 
weekend jobs Aval ible Near Farrago, 
Metro Stations Coll TI1c Clcc Phone 
center al (202) 828-0905 For an inter-
view. 
Ii you're interested m showcasing 
your rnlent--ac1ing in a professional 
gr:'lduate student 's short film, $Treasur• 
er$ Products wants YOU! Contact 
Angeline Pickney on (202) 745-2599. 
URBAN AFFA IRS/ COMMUNICA-
TIONS INTERNSHIP National non-
profit dedicaled to increasing financial 
service induatry investment in disad• 
vantaged neighborhoods seeks hard-
workjng undergraduate student for 
internship (March-May). Participate 
in work program of high-profile local 
events involving industry, community, 
regulatory, and Congressional leader• 
ship. Also assist with media outreach. 
Ideal opportunity to gain experience in 
public affairs and public policies 
affecting low-income communi1ics. 
Excellent verbal and written communi-
c,ttion skills, strong sense of initinve, 
high professionalism. Word Perfect 
6.0. Receive academic credit. Limited 
financial assistance nvalible. Send 
Resume/ brief cover letter to: Social 
Compac,t, 5335 Wisconsin Ave., NW, 
Suite 410, Washington, DC20015. 
FORSACE 
Mary Roy Products: 1hc best sclimg 
brand of facial skin care and color cos-
me1ics in America. Non ... comedogcnic 
products. Clinically tested for sensi-
tive skin. Call today for your FREE 
FACIAL. Pat (703) 660-3430. 
Don't be a s1aus11c. 
Oury "Respo.nd 2" A Potent combina-
tion of tear gas and pepper spray. 
With kcychain carry case. Only $15 
Call 1-800-309-4846 to order. 
PERSONAt:S 
Nalo, Can I get my upslick back? 
Happy B111hday to the ladies of 
C.0.T.A. Cindy, Keisha, Kia 
Love, 
Phi Alpha Mu 
Kim w. Sorry that I kinda played 
you the other day. 4-give me Please 
Sandy 
FAIZAII 
Hoppy Birthday! 
This is the last one we will spend 
1oge1hcr. I hope you enjoy yourself 
and old age. Latoya 
Nikki, I was wondering It you have 
be-en practicing all or your daily, .. , 
want to be like Sandy exercises!! 
Boonze. Happy 2 I st Birthday. From 
-. your girls Ess. E.B. and Poo. 
Love ya! 
Sharonda- What's she saying·/ 
Zooin it and Zooin and Zooin it well? 
And whot the heck is a Mickki Flicker'/ 
And what the heck is up with Dovante? 
1320 14th St. NW 
Washington, D.C. 20005 
(202) 234-9522 
Salutes Black History Month 
"2 for the Price of 1" 
For Howard Students 
Price paid on the hlgh~r tab 
Call Now and Make Your Appointment! 
Relaxers 12:00 - 6 :00 p.m. 
Coloring 
Men Haircuts 
Beauty Supplies 25% 
Off 
.*Black Owned and Operated* 
Manicures 
Pedicures 
Weaving 
Eyebrow waxing 
Congratu lauons to the New Campus 
Pals "96!" Allan. Tuey, Jorielle, 
Logan. Oamiko, 11:gene, Lakecm, Tor-
rence, Rob, Alia, Nia, Samioyah, 
Reuben, Karlie, Zhaundrn, Eric, Shel• 
by, Kofi, Ocana, Marcus, Krishna, & 
Nikki I I Love You All Very Much, 
And I Know You Will Do An Excellent 
Job. Sincerely, Reggie "Your Seer· 
I was JUSt wondcnng. 1s Sharond 
avalible? HAJIAHAllA 
Natah • I hope we get a door belJ soon 
and a dishwasher and the heat fixed 
and a new roomatc and how about 
some furniture our Rugs cleaned, a 
broom and oh yeah The bathtub fixed 
and ..• That's it! Your Roomies 
liappy Belated Birthday Lance. I 
hope it was a good one! Sandy & 
Ayanna 
a y-
Things have been tense wilh us lately, 
but we care about each other 100 much 
to throw everything away. r am yours 
and so is my heart. Your happiness is 
my only concern. I LOVE YOU! 
Your Baby Girl 
Nan, Did the wack I'heop1 or 
The psychotic ca.II yet? 
Shout outs to the 0.0.A. Crew. 
Keepin it real in 96'. 
0. Wiggles 
Stop fakin, and hang wit the real play-
ers on 1be weekend! 
12-E-l7 
Dawn Pipkins 
You're being admired secretcly. 
The Passer Sy 
Remember Htlhoppcrs. We can only 
be • successful paper as n team. Let's 
1101 work under oo ''Us versus Them" 
philosophy. Love Rashida 
lerronce. I know you only read the 
back page so 1his is for you. Smile. 
M.U. 142 
IASAN 
almost forgo, about you this week. 
Herc's your weekly piece of fame. 
Smile, SNC 
WESSSSWEEEEEEY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
Jo Reuben Jllil Ktl, hna: I V.J1H lo gel 
10 know you two bt!ttcr, 100. Congrats 
on becoming OC\\ CPs! \Ve need more 
good people lilt )OU gu}S! Much 10,e, 
Monica 
Ju • .n tht: ne¼ CJmpu, PJ h . 
Congrntulation,! I hear you all arc da 
bomb! I hope )OU don·t thinl I was 
TOO hard on rou. It's nothing but )O\c. 
Welcome and may you carry on the 
rich legacy of Campus Pal;! 
Ww,mU..i anO Kdlt: \Qu {wQ v.vrkl"d 11 
out! The conference was great and }'Our 
guidance and leadership w:;i,;; lhe maio 
fa,tor! Love. 30-A-94 
lo an Uic " (.)Olan IQ \\um~u• Slccrmg 
Commit1ee membe~ and volunteer-~: 
Jot, wc:11 done.! The ,uc«"~ of 1hc con-
foreoce coold oot be pos.,iblc withou• 
)QtJ. Herc's to MAr-iY inore )tar; of 
,ening Lh epublic 1ogclher•-Atts ,I.: 
Science, and Delta Sigma Thct> 
lo Jii Gk I Ullivp ' " •' '-'1~11 i,ml(,·t, 
\ \ 'h~ d (lJJl \t,,lU ,tt.l{' Wt,,\rf~tng Jt'lit'UI 
talkinti al:-<>ut., ,,-ccul.11m11 .1t-..,u4. <'< 
c .,.cr ) 1,,lf'K: c lN."\ PJ\°lhkm., JnJ t~ \- '"' 
h.m,11\· ,vm '"' 11 I,)\\' hf\· -VI 1,,d,,. ,,t 
c.1r11.•t' Al,,, \,t ~''" h:i,t 1h1.· kl(,~ ,,t .J. 
~tn·1H,.·,1,,·\I nH•11,11,,·1 h", .tn u~h d111w' 
t,:_1,,'I 'UJ ,,t 11! 
I hiiiupppcr:.~ I 111 ,un: lhc munih o l 
March and some new com("IUIC~ will 
m.1kc our w,b J hulc hit ea,icr!! Kc:cp 
up lhc good ''-'Mk ;tnJ try to ~c• thin~, 
done ina limc-ly f.t,hic\n!!!! Monie,\ 
'16 one h1lhopper m parucufor: W6y 
ddon'I you talk to me instead of talking 
to everyone else. I'd ralher hear your 
Spring Break 1996 
TRAVEL FREEi! 
J1m11,1 ,10, iiia ll1b1m11 
e101m1 ,ult'. 121~s:ul1 e.s1c1 
.. Great low, low prlea. 
•• Free Trip on only 15 aaleI 
~ -
!.antaca EBEE 
--
infsumalisJ:D 
/ I 12a,1sa1 I 
ff Sun Splash Tours 1--800-426-7710 
comments from you thon fro111Clltll 
Girlfriend. let's sil ttnd talk. I'd"-, 
hear YOUR poinl of view! P.£ ia 
the man? All mine are doing.,_, 
well !!! PEACE, mysisrt~! 
~-~ 
Ho'lllrard. University 
Con:un.u.ni.ty Choir 
wUJ.havean 
CALT, 
ror 
Ten.ors, Basses 
and Musicians 
No Auditions Necessary 
Friday, FebJeUary23, l.996 5:00pm. 
For n1.ore in.forma~ion. call 
(202) 865 -Sl..l.4 
Tl1e (aclie\ oi ~ lpl1c1 Cll«P-te r 
A I 1> 11 <l K<l 11 llil A I 1> Itel Soro ri f)' I 11(·. 
&. SE l! f\•\O 1>rese11t 
A 
I< 
A 
Q► MQtlatlAr 7RI a, fl!.i B4 ,a a ,-.., 
$!f A++ .. B4 ~ 
18TH & I ST. N.W. (20:1) 331-0180 
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